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FOREWORD

0 1 APR 1982

DoD 6060.1-M

This series of manuals for Child Care Givers on DoD Installations is
issued under the authority of DoD Instruction 6060.1, "Training Manuals
for Child Care Givers on DoD Installations," January 19, 1981. :ts purpose'

is to provide child care givers with training materials that include the
latest techniques and procedures for the safe care and guiding development
of children entrusted to their care.

This series of manuals, DoD 6060.1-M-1 through DoD 6060.1-M-17, was
developed under the auspices of the Department of Health and Human Services
by the Department of Army, in cooperation with the Navy, Air Force, and
Marine Corps.

The provisions of this series of manuals apply to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense, the Military Departments, and the Defense Agencies
(hereafter referred to as DoD,Components) whose heads shall ensure that the
manuals are distributed or otherwise made available to all child care givers
on DoD installations and tnat these materials are used in regional and inter-
Service workshops, seminars; and training sessions.

Thi
i

series of manuals is effective immediately.

Senjl recommended changes to the manuals through channels to:

Director, Personnel Administration and Services
Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Military Personnel and Force Management) (ASD(MRA&L))

Washington, D.C. 20301

Do
ID Components may obtain copies of this series of manuals through their

own publications channels. Other federal agencies and the public may obtain
copiesifrom the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C. 20402.

R. Dean Tice
\ Lieutenant Generai, USA

Deputy Assistant Secretary

For oh by Cho kpointaillent el Demos* UA. Ormeasent ?rioting NW, W24104046, D.C. 30101
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nracarnav
WELCOME to a staff development module written
for the "caregiver" or "teacher" in.a military
child care center. Thoughts and ideas for work-

. ing with two,-year-old children will be shared
with you in this module, Caring For Toddlers.

Self-paced instrudtionjas been used so you can
Work on your own and at your own speed. As you
begin the module we have included a preview of
a few situations with ahoices of ways to handle
them that you 1114y try. Pead the situation,
think about the solutions, then circle the best
'answer. You may wish to compare your answer
with ours on page 156. Since you are just begin-

ning, work slowly. Remember it is the purpose
of this module to allow you to practice making
same decisions about your actions inuorking
with two year olds. We recognize that your
experiences with toddlers will be unique. How-

ever, actions that have worked for other care-
givers may give you same ideas for handling sit-
uations you may face in the future.

The preview is followed by several sections of
short discussions about caring for toddlers. In

eadh,sectioni situations that really have taken
plaoawith toddlers in "Child care centers are

described. We provide you with choices of ways

to handle each situation. Then, when you turn
the page, you will find why we think one answer
is better than the others. We recognize that
often the right answer is easier to choose when
a caregiver has the chance to view the real sit-

uation with the real child. Our hope in present-
ing these study samples is that you have time to
think - before same of these problems occur on
the job in the child care center.

While the situations 'Cannot cover ALL experiences
you night have with toddlers, the more common or
difficult are presented for you to study. It

should be noted that solutions presented are not
the only possible answers. There are perhaps as
many "correct" choices as there are caregivers.
This module is a learning tool. It will help

you increase your knowledge and understanding of

toddlers. It also will encourage you to think
about working with them, and get you to consider
the effects of your actions..

At the end of the module you will find another
set of situations and ways to handle them:. it

will be interesting and exciting for you to
check yourself on what you have learned by cam-
paring the answers you select on the PREVIEW

-3-



before you read the module with the ones you
choose in the FOSTVIIIEW at the end of the module.

This module, Caring Far Toddlers, will tell you
what toddlers are like and how you can provide

for their needs.

Tbddlers are experiencing a most rapid physi-

cal growth.
SO

Toddlers need a NUIRITICINAILY HEALTHY atm-
sphere to allow such growth.

Tbddlers are dependent upon adult reassurance.
SO

Tbddlers need to feel SECURE in order to devel-
op a sense of well-being.

Toddlers are active explorers and imitators
of their world.

SO
Tbddlers need the FREEDOM to question and

pretend.

Toddlers are unsure without well defined

zules.
SO

Toddlers need a stable, familiar STRUCTURE to
alive, for diScovery.

Tbddlers are learning to control their emo-

tions.
SO

Tbddlers need COMPASSION when uorking with

their feelings.

Tbddlers are trying to be independent.
SO

Tbddlers need activities that encourage BEVEL-

°MENEM DIFFERENCES.

Ibddlers are learning to think before they act.

SO
Tbddlers need activities which CHALLENGE their

minds.
-4-
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Here are the situations with choices of poesible ways to handle them which

we promised you. Think about each situation and then circle what you
believe to be,the best way to handle the situation. Men you have fin-

ished, youmay want to compare your ansWers with ours (see page 156).

By doing this, you will have same idea pf what you will learn in this

mcdule about caring for toddlers.

WHAT WOULD YOU

Pr) IF *

1. Sam, a two,and-a-half year oId, is very shy. He always has played

by himself, but today you see him in the block area with Bruce,

another child his age. Suddenly he reaches over and hits Bruce.

Bruce frowns at Sam and Sam stares back at him. _What should you do

now?

A. Separate Sam and Bruce quickly.

B. Leave Sam and Bruce alone.

C. .Tell Sam that hitting hurts.

2. At snack time Gena,,almost three,yants to pass around the cheese and

crackers. Just as she picks up the plate with one hand the snacks

slide off all over the floor. Gena is very upset. In this case it

is best to:

A. Completely ignore Gena's accident. Reassure everyone there are

more snacks in the kitchen.

B. Say to the group, "Gena is sorry she spilled the snacks. Every-

one makes mistakes from time to time."

C. Say, "Thank you, Gena, for trying to help me. Next time you

might hold the plate with two hands."

3. Anna, a two year old, wants her turn on the swing right now. She

whines and tugs on your arm but you remind her she must Wait her turn.

She wanders off. Finally, a swing is free. You find Anha in the sand-

pile and tell her she can swing now. But first she wants to fill her

sand bucket. YOu say:

A. "Anna, you must came right now. Otherwise the swing will have to

go to someone else so they can have a turn."

B. "Anna, that's a very large sand bucket. Let's go swing first,

then you can come back and finish filling the bucket."

C. "Anna, I like to play with sand, too. It's lots of fun. Can I

help you fill the bucket before we go swing?"

-7-
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4. Somme has brought a rabbit into the toddler room for the child=
to see and touch. Mast of the children are very eaccited. However,
Xarl is staying close to your sine. Each time the ratbit canes
toward him he hides his heed behind your tack and cries. Ikkr can you
etiomrcage Earl to he less afraid of the rabbit?

A. $r.4', "Barl see the other children like to pet the rabbit,
know you,104d like to pet the rabbit if you try. He is very
soft and- tUrry,.!

B. Talk to Karl about the, nsbbit. Men the ratbit cows near put
your arm around Earl ald hold. Xarl close to yor.

C. Laugh to make Karl...feel more relaxed. nen hold his hand atvl
&Lowly help him touch the rabbit ligfitly on the back.

5. It is tine to go outside and play. she children mist first put cn
their mutters. Cheryl, just beer insists she can dresis herself.
After awhile she coomes to ycu to ask you to button her flooeater. You
notice she has her Seater Ion backwards. Mat &load you do?

A. Button her srreater and tell her

B. Put her sweater on frontwards,

C. Ask her to put her sWeater on'

know she worked hard.

button it for her.

so she can button it.

6. Asuko is almcet two-and-a-half. He oftet seem to get into quarrels
with other toddlers his age. You "just have seen him take a toy truck
sway fran another child, Mandy. What should you say?

A. "look, Asuko and Mandy. There are a lot more trucks in this box:
All sizes and Colors of truoks are here."

B. "Asuko, Mandy had that truck first. Please give it back to her.
Then go play satewhere else."

C. "Asuko, that was not nice. Matxly had the' -tri.vok first.. Please
giT.e it back to her."

7. Which of the following groqp activities would he best to try first
with young toddlers?

A. Bead a story to them.
A

B. Have them dance to nueic.

C. Play "London Bri&ge is Falling Down."



S. You are cutside with your gem* og,two year olds. There are swings,
trikes, balls ankthe usual kinds of outdoor toys for toddlers to
play with. Each tire you go altside Trine spends the eatire time
sw:inging, iat sha.ild you do?

A. Fill all the swings with 9t1ei, dlildren so Trine has to find
e-sarething else to.,play-with.

B. Tell Trine you will let her be the first to play with the balls
or ride the trike if she will try.

C. If Trina wants to, let her caitinue to swing for as long as she
enjoys it.

9. Ronald is two-and-a-half. He insists he can swing standing up ai the
seat. You knew he can hurt himself if he swings that way. Mat do
you say to Rmald?

A. "Rcnald don't stand up. You migh gOt hurt if you zming that
waY-"

B. "Ftnald, you will have to sit down before I can let you swing."

C. "Rcnald, if you daet sit dcwn, I can't let you play cn the
swing."

10. Mary Ellen is 30 menths old. She has bean sh4wing saw interest in
learning to use the toilet. But each time you take her she just sits
there.. Her parents are very eager to get Mazy Ellen out of diapers
and into regular pants. ffcr can you help Mary Ellen learn bathroom
skills?

A. Put Mary Ellen into regular pants. Then take her to the bathrcxxn
regularly, like every 15 minutes or so. Scaler or later she will
be able to use the toilet instead of wetting her pants.

B. You could suggest to Mary Ellen's parents that they keep her in
diapers until she wants\to wear regular pants. Also let Mazy
Ellen use or "pretend" to use the toilet whenever she wants.

C. Put Mary Ellen into regular pants. let her go to the bathrocm
whenever she wants. But always go with her. She should learn
that toileting is not a gam but something she needs to learn.

-9-



11. Shannon, just trotr;., does not talk Ruch, yet she _seems to_understand
=et everythim, said to her. She often ?WI point, squeal, oce use
other language skills instead of speech. .14mr can y.,u, help Sham=
to talk nore?

A. Ten tr.3: parents to take Shan= to the doctor-___'Ibe doctor will
be able to find the reason ?hy Shannar does not talk well.

Da not talk to Shannon or help her with her tasks unless
first seeks your holp. Cnce she cares to you, speech will
surely fancy.

Find out Exan Shannon's fatily vthat things interest her most.
Then have soar of these things at the center where she cm see
them.

-;,
Donna is on eXoitable two year old. She
but saretines She stutters or stanrers.

A.
!,

Say, "'Daintior.now slat; dclorn and. start
your tine and'you_ will Say it right.

I

12. can talk veil for her age
flow can you help Mona Trost?

things aver ogaiint. Take
I know you can.

B. Stop,Donna acd say, "That's all, right. I know you axe trying
your best to tell ne yai would like to paint like the others."

C. lit Donna say things her cwn way, even if she starts and stops
several times, or she repeats sone words nore than once.

13. It is lunchtime. Today the children are given a choice between ice
cream or pudding for dessert. Yolanda is just, 30 Months old. She
says she wants both. %hat Should you do?

A. lin Ycilanda-. /AV m9st choose-one or,tbz other.

B. Give Yolanda a little of each.

C. W.1.1 Yolanda iE she eats her ice cream, she can have sate pudding.

14. ,Rita, a little oveFtwo, seems shy around the other toddlers in\
nowt ,,She,prefers to just sit and watch the others play toge
Stiati"Shoild,You do? ,

A. -Bring cne of the other toddle:Fs over to play' with Rita.

Go over to be with Rita so she is not alone.

C. 'let Rita continUe to just-sit-sal watch the others.



15. Yak have given each toddler a Paper bunny you have made for them to
take hale'. They are delighted. Che little. boy, Chad, has gcne off

) by himselE. He has pulled a piece of popOorn off his buiny's tag
dropp3d it Ch the floor. He is about to pull off another piece

of pcipoorn. Mint do you do?

A. Let (lad. continue to play-with the bunny hmeyer he wishes.

: B. Sjth&,Th sorry ym didtVt like your bunny."

C. 'lUth het canrct hate, aribther,hanny after that cne.

16., Sang,, a very boisteraus box) year old, has brought anlOriental cbll
fran hate. The.Other children want to ,See his special doll. He
pulls it away from tlem.and 'says, "Ny dáil. Mine1" ;Cat should you

A.

*

"!ang'y if 'you are notwilling to slim/ your doll to the 'others,
please put it way."

. B. "Sangi, if you bring your"doll to tre, the others can see. I will
'be very careful not to 'hurt_ it "

C. "/ think Sang has a very Special doll. He will shag. his doll to
you cne at a tine." ,

1 . Jose id almost three years old. He learned to ta2ic at an early *el
but baio trcuble with certain sou/As.. He will say, such things as
"dis" for "this," "bebe" for "balnyi" and "nawghee" for "naughty."
How can you help Joes4 =et?

Izt Jcee talk however le wants to. He will he able tO pronbunce
these watts correctly as,tirne gces by.

B. Suggest that Jose' s Parents- find a good.speech teacher so their-
will receive the piccer speech training.

C. Wk with Joe in special' sessions at the, center. He is 'not at
the age where a trained, speedh teacher can help.



18. Your group is finger painting. You know it is wise to have only two
or three toddlers working on this'art project at once. You also know
that when this grow is done it will be time to get ready Lor lundh.
Mblly, just two-and-a-half years old,\is standing nearby watching.
She wants to finger taint, too. You say:

A. "Mbllvit soca will be time,to eat lunch. Maybe you can have
a turn to paint later."

B. "Molly, I will let you finger paint next week. There is not
enough time Left today."

C. "Mblly, it will be time for lunch in 15 minutes. Go wash your
hands And face now."

19. Pila is two. His parerits-have asked your advice on what to do when
Pila says No!" to everlithing they ask him. What do you say to
-them?

A. Suggest to Piles parents that they just not ask him any ques-
tions. Thatway he can't ever say No."

B. Tell Pila's parents this behavior is norMal for a two yeacold.
They just have to accept all his answers.

C. Tell Pila's parents to try to askhimyes-or-no questions only
when they are,able to go along with his answers.

20. Carl Ray is two-and-a-half. He has always been a good eater. Fbr
the past few weeks, though, he seems to have had a one-track ydnd.
At lunchtime he wants to eat only peanut butter sandwiches and drink
a glass of milk. What should you do?

A. For now, suggest to Carl Pay's parents that he bring a peanut
butter sandwich and Milk from home for as long as he wants.

B. Laugh and say, "Carl Ray, you eat so much peanut butter. One day

you're going to turh into a'peanut."

C. Continue to feed Carl Ray the center meals, making sure he eats
a small amount of,each food served.

-12-



law ARE TCCOIERS ran
'THEY ARE ACTIVE AND ADVENTUROUS .

Walking, Clinbing
And Running Open.

Doors To Adventure
For A Toddler

Toddlers
Begin TO

Socialize

Objects And
Simple Tasks
Are Important

Words Eecome
Conversations

Tbe Tbddler
Is Altinker,

Too

A toddler usually refers to a ctlild between the

ages of two and three who has learned to walk or

"toddle" with Ose. TWo year olds, or toddlers,

have gained a lot of control over their bodies.

Newly learned pilysical skills such as walking,

climbing and running add feelings of being a

rather useful individual. They are the spark in

an increased demand for independence. Now all

of that energy can be directed at anything in

sight. Toddlers are always on the go and love

to explore and experiment with anything that

catches their eyes. WUstebaskets, safetyjpins

on the floor, faucets, bottles and other childrem

are all of interest. EVetything is a source of

possible adventure, for both the toddler and the

caregiver!

Between the ages of two and three we see a grad-

ual decrease in the tiMe the toddler spends in

activities like eating;lsleeping and dressing.

We see an increase in social experiences such as,

talking, trying to get your attention or seeking

approval from others for a task well done. Alto-.

gether the two year old still spends maxt more

time eating and-dressing-than-he does seeking

approval. But at this stage there is a very

definite need to make social contact.

The toddler is most familiar with and involved

in the world of objects. EXploring the quality

of things - the feel and smell of a rose - and

ptacticing simple skills - pulling on socks -

take up a big part of every waking hour. Their .

importance, though, is fading slowly.

Language development is amazing. The two year.old

can understand simple words and sentences. She

can speak same, and'may carry on simple conver-

sations. By year's end the toddler will be able

to understand the majority of all language that

will be used in a lifetime of evexyday conversa-

ticn!

Mental Or-intellectual rising

during this period. The two ar old is becoming

more of a'thinker. He works things out in the\

mind before taking physical action. Interests

in creative activities suah as drawing or block

building begin to develop. There also is an

interest in television and pretend play. The

toddler begins to know about simple cause and

-15-



effect-and about chains of events. Ae learns
about the ccasequences of behavior and the pass-
age of time. He learns many other intellectual
skills that will prove uaeful as the year pro-
gresses. The toddler is interested in ANYTHING.
Tn. him the world is BRAND NE$4. Fbr certain, the
tuo.year,o1.4 still will confuse today with
tomorrow and yesterday with today. But make
no mistake, the toddler is fast becoming an
amazing human being.

;-



THEY REQUIRE PATIENT, ALERT, ENERGETIC CAREGIVERS

Here are same statements that caregivers of toddlers have made. They

tell how and why toddlers behave. Cbnsider each one. Think about your

ovin; feelings. Realize that these are typical, real-life examples of

toddler behavior. Ask yourself if you feel you could deal with these

kinds of normal, everyday events. Put a Number 1 by the situation or

part of a caregiver's job that would be most difficult or tiring for you;

a Number 2 by the second most difficult and so on through Number 10.

Changing diapers and training pants are a part of toilet

learning for all two year olds.

Because toddlers cannot walk or move as quickly as adults they

need to be helped along from one place to the next. It takes

longer to get things done. They like to dawdle.

Since two year olds are shorter than adults, it is necessary to

stoop over a lot or kneel down to their size to hear what they

are saying or to lift them up so they can seY or touch some-

thing.

Because toddlers always are on the go and into everything,

including things that could be dangerous for theth, they need to

be watched like a hawk. You must keep your eyes on them con-

stantly.

It is difficult to help two year olds with theirjxoblems

because they cannot yet talk,well. Their crying and screaming

can be confusing.

Tbddlers have not learned how to play with other children yet.

Often a little two year old can be seen off in a Corner by her-

self looking as though she would like to play Thdth the others.

TWO year olds may stuff things into body openings like ears,

nose or mouth. You never know what emergency you will have

to handle.

TWo year olds often insist they can do things you know theyere

not old enough to do. They are trying to be independent.

Tbddlers love to take off their shoes and socks over and over

again. You are the one who will have to help put them back an

every time.

Tbddlers are always asking "tela dat, wa dat?" even when you know

they already know tie answer to their own questions/



Think about the preceding statements. If you find you have nixed feel-
ings, do not be discouraged. Yak feelings are not unlike those of many
caregivers. Working with toddlers is not easy. It means performing
-tasks like changing diapers or training pants. It means lifting or
carrying rather heavy youngsters. It can be very tiring. There is a lot
of bending, stooping, kneeling and running, with little time for sitting.
Tbddlers can do scary things like stick sharp objects up their noses or
in their- ears. They have troUble telling you what is on their rinds at
times. Yoxt feel helpless when you cannot determine what their problem
nay be. They will insist they are big enough 'to pour their own milk.
They enjoy dressing and undressing time and time again. They like to
ask questions just to hear you tell than wnat they already know. In a
nutshell, caring for toddlers requires patience, understanding and a
lot of energy.,

-18-
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HOW CAN WU Hgui TOXLERS
HANDLE 111EM IMAM?

BE tIIISITIVE TO It-MILERS ' VMS OF THE MRCD

Recognize That
Everything is

Viewed In Relation
Tt(Self

Be Aware That
Play Is

Serious Business

Expect Toddlers
To imitate

The Behavior
Of Others

View Biting As
Cne Way 'lb

Express Peelings

The two year old has an ego or a real sense of

"self.", He is ready to be his own boss. "my"

and "mine" are heard constantly - qty ball,"

"my mammy" or Oust a firm "Mane!" He sees

things only from his point of view. Accidents

have no place in his way of thinking. If another

child ste0s, on his foot, he believes it was

done on purpose. He wantsIdlat he wants right

now - no, waiting. There may be frequent out-

bursts of temper, but they usually are over

quickly. N6rmal though it is, his self-centered
approach to play and life in general is the

basis for the many frustrations he will encoun-

ter in the months to come.

You already may know that a child learns by play-

ing. It also is important to understand that to

the toddler play is the same as work. She works

hard at playing. Watch a two year old try to
stack and re-stack three blocks, one on top of

the other. If.it is her plan to get all three

blocks stadoedc you can imagine how upset she

must become when they fall each time she tries.

While you may see it as only play, to her block

itacking is very hardwork. This work can be

frustrating. She feels defeated. Here is your

chance to, give her support, letting her know you

understand her feelings.

Learning to control behavior is much different

from controlling feelings. If the toddler hits

another child out of anger, you can help him

stop his hitting but maybe not his anger. Then

it is your job to help him understand why he is

feeling angry. Show himways without hitting to

express his anger. It is worthwhile to note,

however, that in earZy toddlerhood the child

seldom hits when angry: Often he will cry.

Usually hitting is An imitation o something he

has seen before, perhaps on televisian, or is an

experiment to see Vhat happens i

Biting, like hitting, does occur\ at some time

with many children. In the toddler the causes

of biting often are similar to those that cause

her to hit. She simply may be experimenting, to

see what reaction her biting brings from others.

She may have confused kissing she sees among

adults with biting. in her attempt to kiss', she

bites. She does notmean to hurt or be cruel.

-21-
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Lbderstand The
Hi.ting Child

RecOgnize That
Fear, Like Anger,

\Is Normal

Bitimimay be a kind of social attention-getting
she has chosen. However, biting for any reamon
cannot be ignored because it can do real physical
harm to others.

In most cases, biting is a passing phase. alt if
it persists and becomes a real problem, then spe-
cial help is needed. Aar the toddler or even
an older child who constantly bites, punishment
is not the, answer. This child bites because he
is angry or disappointed. Tb punish him only
adds to his feelings of anger or disappointment.
It ddes not helphim to control his biting but
may indeed encourage it. When you see a child
who tries to bite, prevent him from biting by
holding him away. Say, "I will not let your hurt
Sally" or "I wocin't let you bite me." Your words
aim the biter that you will not let him hurt
others. Do not suggest that his wish to bite is
mean or terrible. If you come upon the scene
after the biting has occurred, turn your atten-
tion to the injured child. The biter sees you
give all the attention to the hurt child. He
will not like being left alone. He will feel
rejected. However, in this approach you need to
be careful. The biting child must get your
attention when he behaves nicely toward other
children. He must receive praise fran you. In
'time he will learn that it is more fun and
socially acceptable when he does not bite. If
he feels you understand his need to bite, he is
more likely to give u0 that habit. He will
learn that you prefer he express his need to
bite in other ways. Meanwhile, watch him closely
and be patient with him.

Fear, like anger, is an expression of the child's
frustrations. Like anger, fear is a normal feel-
ing. Mbst of the toddler's fears are based on
things she has seen, felt or imagined. The two
year old is small so naturally big things scare
her. She may eagerly grab for a pretty, pink
rose only to be pricked by a.thorn. A dark
roan might be frighbeningbecause of what she
imagines the darkness to be. Squatting down to
her size makes you seem not so big. Holding
the toddler's hand or hugging her are importanti
Let her know you are there. Talk with her about
these fears, telling her you have fears; too. /

Teasing or laughing at the child only make her

feel ashamed. It my cause her to hide her fears
instead of facing them. Asking her to be "big
and brave" when she doesn't ftel that way is

-22-
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unwise. All fears in the young child cannot be
prevented. Yoh can make them less serious by
being calm, patient and understanding.

HELP MEM UNDERSTAND van =low

Make Rules The toddler has a strong need to show his inde-

That Protect pendenoee He says."Nol" whenever given the

The Child chance. There are many things you siriplSr cannot

let a toddler do since he/could harm himself or
someone or something else. You must put rules

or limits on his behavior. "Don't touch" and

"Ncknow" are typical ekamples of limitS. Some

limits are due to his 6wn lack of ability. He
cannot cliMb the playground fence if he doesn't
knOw haw to cliMb. Teo often as aquas we will
tell a toddler he cannot do something because

/

iit is more convenient for us f he doesn't.

Telling a two year old he cannot play on the

swing because you' would rather read.than go out-
side is not a gcond limit. Such unnecessary

limits do inuah to cause frustration for the

child. If you/do not want the child to swing
because it is,cold outside and he has no warm
jacket, then/the limit is necessary.

Set Limits Limits should be positive as well as necessary.

In A ,Rather than saying "Don't touch" or "Not now,"

Positive Way try saying "Keep your hands off" or "Later."

A world/full of no's and not's builds bad or

negative feelings. A two year old iS less con-
fused/and frustratAdwhen she is toldodhat to
do rather than what not to do. Say "Paint an the

paper" instead of "Don't paint on the table."
This will help her develop good or positive
feelings about herself. At times the toddler

may think you and your limits are trying to

spoil her fun. This happens even when a 'rule is

both necessary and positive. To forgive and for-

get come naturally to a zhild of this age. How-

ever, she must feel secure in,her world and.with

the people in it.

Support Praise a Child rather than scold. This, too,

AChild's goes-a long way in building good feelings.

Strengths EMphasize his strengths,over his weaknesses.
Don't bring up his mintakes in front of others.
If you must scold, do so positively by offering

or shcrwil*him a better way. The toddler may

not want to learn to pour his milk if every time

he spills, you scold him. He will feel bad about

-23-
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Be Sure That
You Offer

Real Choices

his mistake and about himself, and perhaps avoid
the task in the future. The two year old is
just like the rest of us. Even if he has made a
mistake the first time, it is important he feels
his efforts were appreciated. Then he will want
to try again.

Earlier we suggested that a toddler says "No!"
whenever given the chance, sametimes even when
she means "yes." The two year old has discovered
that "no" is a powerful word that draws a lot of
attention from others. It also is an expression
of her increased ability to assert herself. She
can show same kind of.control over you. %hen
handling the toddler's "no's" you should recog-
nize that this, too, is normal At this age.. It
is saietimes wise to avioid asking a two year old
questions that allow yes-or-no answers, unless
you are prepared to accept a 'No!" and live with
it. IfIt is snowing outside, you know the
child must wear her coat. It wouldbe best to
say, "Put on your coat" rather than "Would you
like to put on your coat?" She may decide she
doesn't want to wear her coat today, snow or_
no snow. It is unfair to give the child'a chance
to say "no" when you are able to accept only a
"yes" answer. Otherwise she feels she has no
rights. She may give up trying to assert herself
altogether. Offer the child a choice only when
you are willing to let her make her own decision.

-24-
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TOILERS HANDLE FEELINGS

. . Some Often Asked Questions
And

Situations Tb Ekplore

WV DO YOU HAN=
TODDLERS '

DIFFICULT BEHAVIORS?

The toddler age is a very physical one. Tbddlers express their feelings
of love, anger, fear and frustratien by such behaviors as hugging, cry-
ing or kicking. Usually they use their bodies instead of talking. Hit-
ting and biting begin often as expre6sions of "I see you," or "I like or
don't like you." These behaviors cause immediate reactions from the ,

other children and adults as well. Two year olds like to get attention.
But biting or hitting are not behaviors which can be ignoreiby others.
When toddlers bite or hit,, give attention to the injured child. Then
direct their attention to other activities which will separate them from
each other for a short time. Since toddlers are not skilled in speech,
often th0y say "no" in answer to most questions. In general, do not
ask questions they can answer with a "yes" or "no" unless you are.will-
ing to accept their answer.
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%EAT 1CULD YOU

Joshua is two years old. He frequently greets other children by biting

them. The other children have started to cry when he comes near them.

Parents are beginning to complain. What can you do to stop Joshua's

biting?

A. When Joshua bites go over to him and say,
"No, no, Joshua, biting hurts." Then take
Joshua over to a corner of the roam. Have
him sit in a chair for about five minUtes.

B. When Joshua bites go over to him and say,

"tio biting. You hurt Shane." Hug Shane and

comfort him. Then take Shane away .cum

Joshua. Find Shane a toy to play with.

C. When Joshua bites go over to him and say,
"No, no, biting hurts." Then bite Joshua's

hand so he will understand what you rreant
when you said "biting hurts."

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page
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Nancy is taizmand-a-half. It ig her second day inyour roan. As lunchtine
apProaches she begins to cry and wants hei fatbe.r. You tell her "daddy"
will pick her up pretty soon. She cries harder and hcAding her on your
lap doesn't seem to to 4ork. Mat do you do naa? Say:

A. "Nancy, daddy -will oane and pick you tp soon.
/et's go- find a toy for you to play with.
I'll stay with you for a- little while."

B. "Nancy, lzad you and take care of you
until daddy canes. Nag stop crying or
have to put you down."

C. "Nancy, I want you to stop crying. Dackly
will are for you after work. Nag be a big
girl. get-a tissue to ary your teaxs."

Answers Fran Choice A is not the best solution. You are ,giv-

Previous Page ing Joshua lots of attention while ignoring the

child who hae been bitten. In addition, frying
to make a two year old sit in a chair for even
five minutes is almost col inposeibie task. It

sel.dom achievee anything. Even if you were to
stay with Joshua to be sure he sits in the chair

you still a.re giving him special attention.

Choice E is a better answer. You are letting
Joshua know his biting is not acceptable. Also,

you are giving most of your attention to the

indured child.

Choice C is not a wise choice. Bif biting Joshua

you give hinr the idea that it i au right for

adults to bite. Joshua also may becoma afraid

of you. Ven by hurting Joshua he may not
connect his biting others with the hurt you

caused by biting him. Phyaicai punishment of
any kind or for whatever reason in child cirre is

not acceptable.
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Matt is too-earl-a-half. His fvorite %turd is "no." Be is very active
.and you have to tell him Y'no" Reny times during the daY for stch thims
as runnings thrwing tcws and clinbirig an shelves . Stenever you ask Matt
if he'd like to1eat, go outside, or, take off his coat his aliswer is
always "No." %hat cm you do?

A. Ignore Matt viIPAI he says "rv5.," Stop asking
him, questions. 'Dry not to: bay 4no" to Mqtt
as oftext4s ycu have in the past.

,
a. Keep an eye on Mit. Remove him fran

tieS where you ntight have to say "no." Say
"no" whenever he &es satethibg Wrong.

C. Keep ycuR& tó a mininun. Say things
like "Walk, Hatt," or "Feet al the floor
Matt." Take say toys when he throvs them
Avoid asking "yes" and "no" questions.

Th

Answers Fran Choice A a the best answer.' It reassures 'Nancy
Previous Page that her daddy is coren.g. It gives her something

else to think about. Staying near her for. a while
also will be a comfort to her.

Coi B is not a goad solution. You already
foumd that holding her doesn't work. Threaten-
ing to put her dawn makes her feel even more
ineure.

Choice C is a poor choice. Nancy is not a big
girl. You are not helping her work out her
feelings. She area,* feels insecure. This

, ansueedvould make her feel even more so.
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July, wh6 is b.v, is new in your roan. She seem very fearful of tbe
other children. She follows you araund rather than playing with the
tOys, or joining in the activities, in the roan. Hag can you help Judy
adjupt to the roan activities and other children her age?

A. Take Judy to a table where there is araher
child driving. Sit and draw along with July.
After staying with JUdy for a while, leave

-the table but starx1 nearby.

3. Allow Judy to falai you arspnd. -Talk to
her reassuring her that she will like your
roan, Do not try to get her to relate to
the other children.

-

C. Take Jtxly to a group of children who are
playing. 'Ask the other children to play with
Judy and then leave..

Answers Fran Choice A is not the best choice. Part of
Previous Page developing language skills is in answering ques-

tions and in being given choices.

Chozce B is not a good idea. Removing Matt from
such activities could keep him from doing or
learning anything. This`would not teach him
limits. If you continue to use "no" constantly
you can expect Matt to say "no" often, too.

Choice C is a better answer. You. tree telling

Matt what to do and not using the words "no' or
"don't. " Asking questione that need answers
other than "yes' or "no" develop langvage skills.
When "yes" or no" answers are allowed you should
be willing to accept-either answer.
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Answers From Choice A is a good idea. You are helping Ju4
Previous Page begin to join in--activities. She may even begin

to relat to the other chiZd. You are giving
her support by staying near her untiZ she feeZs
comfbrtable.

Choice B is not the best-answer. It would be
difficuZt fbr you and Judy if you allowed her
to follow you around fbr very Zong. You need to
help Judy become more suri"of herself. This

answer wouZd not do 'this.

Choice C wiZZ soZve nothing. JudY wiZZ ftel
alone and become more fearful and insecure. She

needs your he;p and the security ofyour presence
while she is becoming invoZved with the activi-
ties and children in your room. Besides, too
year oZds are better able to reZate to just one
other Mild at a time than to a group. ,

-37-
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TaXLERS'

SOCIAL IEVEUrelpir?

BE AWARE CF HCW =COMM PIAY

Show Toddlers We never outgrow our own:need for social accep-
Your ACceptance tance and approval. Ehowing this fact should

And Approval- make us more understanding of children. Social
behavipr is very much related to feelings of

As a caregiveri, if you enjoy being
near children, they seem to feel the warmth of
yourpresence. If children tome pleasant social
experiences,they gain salf-axifidence. They
then are more likely to play with other children
in pleasant ways.

The toddler's first social contact in the child
dere center will be directed toward you, his
caregiver. You have a very *portant role in
his social dWmelopment. You, rather than another
child, will bethe first person in the center
that he will want to see his drawing. .You will
be the first he will want to help when it is time
to put away the toys. He will actively seek your
praise for a job well done. He will ask you to /.

read a story, to help hinipull up his pants or
to find his truck. These are his first atteripts
at socializing. Th&way that you:reaporx1 will
affect his future success as he be-4ns to play
with other children.

Give Tbddlers Regardless of age, some of us enjoy being wi.th
Time TO people more than others do. Men wsrking with

PlalAkne young children you must accept this fact. TWo
year olds will spend most of their-time playing
by themeelves. They need time to learn more
about themselves, to explore and experiment.
They need time to work out their individuality
before they possibly can begin to play with
others. This ability to play alone is very
important. Children should be able to enter-
tain themselves. That way they do not becolt
overly dependent upon others for their happi- I

ness. If toddlers are denied this privilege,
they may never be-able to enjoy being alone.

-:.-

EXpect Them The toddler likét to be near others. While
TO Play she prefers to Play by herself, she does enjoy

Near Others being around other children. So she-plays
beside them rather than with them. She will
spend a. part of this time watdfiing. This is a
sign that she is interested inwhat other people
are doing and how they do it. However, do not
be too eager to push the toddler into group
activities before she is ready. She must set
her own pace. When she is ready to socialize
she will make the'first move.
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Keep Group
Activities Simple

Don't EXpect
ltddlers To

Sit Still
Bar Lang

I

Act 4ve

Since toddlers usually play by themselves - near
rather than with other Children - there should

not be too much planning for activities that

involve more than just a few children. Space

group activities far apart and make them shore.

Be aware'that not all children,should be
expected to cooperate. Some simply may not be

interested: You need to be flexible to allow
for the toddlers' short attention spans, lacks

of interest and inabilities to play with others.

Tbddlers do enjoy music and reading. But they

need to see the redord going around or to touch

the book that is.being read. Therefore, groups- -

that can be kmptwithin your personal reach or

touch are best. Same children will stray imme-
diately so you will need to be ready for this.

Try to bring them back into the group as quickly

as possible. "Sammy, you can sit here beside me."

How long a dhild c'en Sit for group activities

may vary. Studies have shown thatthe,average
white child physically is less abtive:than the

average bladk child. As adultiwesoinetimes put
pressure on a child to sit/is-till, We tend to be

mcre accepting of the dhildWhowill sit quietly
to-Watdh and listen. , _We ofteh are not as under-

standini-ofthe actiVe,childvatx:r seems easily

bored. Fidgitingtatiping with the hands or

feet, Or talking,c06Stantly are normal behavlorsf

in many bhildren,/-regardless-of_their culture. /

Such behaVior,may fie a little more-common amon4

blaokthildied. Be aware of this fact and-show_

yOu'underatand. You could help the more active_
dhild)dy having grOup activities which allow

ldren bodyindvement.

in the beginning, snack or mealtimes'are the best

- "OgOorturiities for bringing toddlers together as

agroyv Generally, activities that involve them

phytically arethe very best. Eating at meal-

tiMe, dandingatmusic time, or feeling or

touching the flannel board are good examples.

They,need something more than just listening and

watdhing.

TWor-yeer-old groups tend to "wann-up" as the

morning prOgresses. When they first arrive at

the Venter, they are not mudh in the mood for

grouplcooperation. They are more eager to do

something that they enjoy by themselves. But as

thermmling progresses, around ten or eleven,

the toddlers uaually are at their best for group

activities. Alter that time they are getting

ctiP0*- Tines
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hungry, tirel, homesick, or just too fidgety to

be up to group projects. As a rule, the two

year olds wfio are in a center on a regular
basis will improve as the year progresses. By
spring or summer, toddlers who have been in the
child care center.freguently since fall or win-

ter will find group life easier and more enjoy-

able.

Don't insist First contacts between two year olds usually are

That They accidental_andbrief., Theyjust happen without

,Share the toddler actdally.planning them. Since he

prefers to play aldne, time spettwith other
Ohildren uSually is Short in length as well. in

these-early contacts it will become clear to you
that the tOO year cad, has not leudned to Share

yet. He still is very-possessive. EVerything

le his. When two toddlers went the same doll,

grabbing and crying are the usual results.

' Their anger often is brief. So distracting them
normally'is'the best method for handling argu-

'vents Of this nature. "Oh, lodk, see how sad

this other dolly is. I know the would like some-

one to pleyWith her.' The tdddler just is not

Able to Share at thit age, so a wise caregiver

will not insist he Share. He will not discover

until much later that Sharing his pdssessions

will bring hintsccial acceptance fran others.

Notice That Toddlers tigielpaers near their third birthday, playing

Near Three still is rather simple and accidental.

Play in Pairs Most of their.socializing seems to occur during

tiMes that involve more physical action. PUnning

from one end of the playground to the other or

riding trikes are good Situations for social

learning. These'activities do not require the

amount of calcentratim that is deManded of a

Ohild when She is 'drawing a pidture or-putting

on her clothes. It is easier for her to play
with or among other Ohildren when She is not
having to think so hard &but What She is actur

ally doing. Men two year olds begin to play

with others, they usually play in pairs.. Hy.

playimwith one Ohild, then another, the toad-

Ier learns that people are different: Different

Children like to do different things and in

different ways. She learns that sometimes She

can be the leader and other times She cannot.

Thistype-of early social learning will be
yalUable to her thrcbghout her life.
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Be- Willing

'o Talk
With Them

is that her mannarswill bring praises and
smiles. As a result, she feels good about her-
s-ell. This, in turn, makes her more friendly
towards others. She learns to be thoug'Itful in
much the same way she learns to share and take
turns. If she is kind to people aromadhar,
they,are kind to her. Basically, we want the
toddler to be apaeasant person. She must
learn to like herself and feel she is valued
I:gathers. Only then can she get along with
people in her world.

The toddler is curious about people as well as
things. He.will ask you many, many questions.
Sometimes the questions are away of checking
on the accuracy or, the truth of what he believes.
Other timesqhe aski a question to gain more
information or knowledge. He even may ask Ties-.
time for which he already has the answers. ln

these cases, he uses the questions as a way of
making coinversatim with an adult. His asking
and your aniwering have become a social game.
He finds.talkingwith you is an enjoyable experi-
ence. He feels you are willing to listen to his
thoughts and ideas. This makes him feel special.
This verbal sharing 'eventually willlead him to
share otheethings, much as a toy or a book..
While axwersaticas between child and adult
develop language skills equally important is
the socializing that takes place when two people

talk.

GUI= TIM GaIrLY AND PATITIIISY

RemeMber
How Important

An Adult's
Reaction Can Be

We all know that setting limits is necessary in
day-today living, not only for children but
adults as well. Often it is the how's and why's
of correcting children that confuse us. This is

included in this section on helping toddlers
enjoy others because first and foremost, setting
limits and correcting behavior involve a social
relationship. It involves helping, giving, shar-
ing and teaching. 'TWo year cads are at art age
where learning some rules iq a necessary pewt of
their lives. As toddlers learn the difference
between what is "good" and what is mbad," they
-will want to do what is "good." Good deeds bring

them praise from you. Their wish for your
approval is a very strong power you haVe over
them. You must be careful, fair and wise.
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Let Tbddleri
Know That

The Behavior,
Nbt The Child,

Is "Wrong"

alidanoe begins with Caring and ldving. Let a
child know you correct him because you care about
him. kttwo,years of age the toddler needs to
feel that,the important grown-ups are on hi
side.--As a caregiyer avoid labeling or calling
names. "You're naaglity" or "Why are you so
mean?" Help him save\faoe. "Oh, oh, that was
an accident. I know you wn't let it happen
again." This does not mean that you must never
shag you ate dispIeabed or loae your temOer.
Sometimes the toddler will learn more when he
sees that you are not pleased witli his actions.
Hut here, too, you'can be supportiVe. "I doet
likevahat youlusve done." The emphasis is that
you don't like his behavior, not him personally.
EVen though a two year old is able to understand
most things said to him he still may be confused
by your limits. Therefore, he does not mind a
firm "Nol" from time to time. It can clear up a
lot of confusion for him. Your rqaction teaches
him what you mean. GUidance alserequires a
leader and a learner,. Since you_are the leader,
you are free to offer helpto the child. "I

will help you learn-to stab hitting" or "I will
stop you if you cannot stop yourself." The child
welcomes this kind of authority. You are accept-
ing him as he is.
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BUIIDING =ZS
M SUPPW-ING

1CCCLERS' SOCIAL DEVELOPMERT

. . . Same Often Asked Questions
And

Situations TO Explore

Haq CAN YOU HELP
MIXERS
DEVELOP social, SKILLS?

Tbddlers seam to be "social" and "non-social" at the same time. They
enjoy being with'you, the caregiver, theirioarents, and other children
but they have few "social" skills. They like to play near each other
but rarely play with each*other. They are not able to share toys. What
they play with they identify as nmine" alone. bo nOt expect tpddlers
to share. Accept their desires to play near other children butnot with
them. In so doing you allow them to develop at thir own pace. They
soon will develop an awareness of other children and get pleasure from
their company. They also will see a need to develoP "social skills,"
such as sharing and paaying with others.

0.

, 3.0
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NW MED YOU
DO IF . . .

Carol and Chril are playing at the play dough table. They each are doing

their "own thing" and seem to be enjoying themselves. You go over to the

table with a rolling pin and show them how to roll the dough. Both.chil-

dren want to play with the rolling pin and begin to pull on it. What

do you do? Say:

A. "Carol and Chris share the rolling, pin. You
may roll for a wtale, Carol, and then give it

to Chris." Then leave them alone.

B. "Let's use our hands to pound the doug6 flat."
Mlow them how to do it. Then put the/rolling

pin away.

C. "Carol and Chris, you have to share the rcll-
ing pin. If you don't you both will have to
leave the table and find something else to
play with.

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page
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Susan and Tammy are paaying in the doll corner. They begin to argue aver
a doll. Susati grabs the doll and Tommy starts to pull Susan's hair.
What do you do?

A. ,Go over toithe children and pick up another
doll. Say mlimmy, here is a doll for you.
Let's fin& a blanket and wrap the baby

B. Go over 'to the children and say, "Tommy,
stcp pulling Susan's hair. Susan has the
doll& and.you will have to find mother
doll toplaywith. You can play with
Susin's doll later."

C. Go over to the children am! say, "If you
can't share the doll, vele will put the doll

away. Give me the doll. Both of you find
something else to paayscith."

AnTers Fran Choice A is a poor choice. Carol will not want

Previous Page to give the rolling pin to Chris, Pond Chris will
not want to wait his turn. Toddlers,do not share
or wait well.

Choice B is the best answer. You have realized
your mistake in bringing over just one rolling
pin. You are giving Chris and Carol something
they can do by themselves while atillplaying
near each other.

Choice C is not,a good solution. Toddlers have

difficulty sharing. Punishing them far not
sharing is unfair.
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Jeremy and Amy are playing on the smell slide. EVery time Jeremy starts

up the slide -steps,. Any, pushes him out of the way and gms in front of

him. Jeremy is getting very frustrated. What can yaw do? Say:

A. "Amy, you have to take turns. Nchr it is

Jeremy's turn, them "it wiU be your turn."
Before you leave, say, "Remember, I said

take turnsl"

B, "Jeremy, tell May you want a turn. Don't

let her push yoi oat of tbe Way. You have

to stand pp for ytur rights, Jeremy."

C. "Now it is Jeremy's turn to go on the slide,
then it will be imy's turn." Stay with them
and sey, "Jeremy goes up the slide and doSin

again. Plow Ally goes up the slide and down

again." Pepeat this several times.

Answers Frm Choice A is he preferable answer. You are giv-

Previous Page ing Tommy another dal to p/ay with and suggest-
ing somethiVg special he can do with it.

Choice B is not a good idea. You aro expecting

Tommy to be willing and able to find another

doll on his own. You also are expecting him to

wait for Susan's doll. Waiting is very diffi-

cult for a toddler.

Choice C is of course incorrect. Toddlers halle

trouble sharing. Punishing them for not sharing

is unreasonable. They wiZZ not understand why

they are being punished.

36
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Answers Fran Choice A is rather hard. Jeremy and Amy Van'

Previous 'Page understamd about taking turns and will be
to fallow through on what you are telling

Choice B is riot a good eaution. Jeremy,does
not have enough language skills to explain his
ftelings to Amy. He also will not undOrstand
what standing up far hie rights means.

Choice C is the beet answer. You noe only are
explaining what taking turns means, you aleo
are staying with the two children to show them

what you mean.
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sati DO 1`03 WORIVtarg ricaLTERs V GFORS?

Grow activities with t.C613.ers stou.14: be kept short ald active. %tad-
. ,

lets are not very interested in IS** titings, togetheX. 'Melt wigg* ma
squirm 'Alen they have to sit too Icing in a grouP. As a grow tcallers
do enjoy trusic they dance or 'clap to, finger plays and short flannel
board storieS. Tbey like pictures of atti=ls which they can xeccgdize
and imitate. puppets that "speak to them* zoid144ch can be used by them
a190 axe fun. Wester, it the tcdaler is not nerscinall, y involval ill a
group tire/ be will leave the group to do his atiiithin4.



WHAT WOULD YOU
DO . . .

You have decided to do finger painting with the toddlers. Y6u allow

four children to sit at the table. You put smocks on all of them. There

is a pan of water nearby for them to wash their hands. The children have

finger painted for a few minutes. Then Jack walks off while you are busy

h4ping Debbie wash her hands. You are afraid Jack will get finger paint

cn another child, the wall or same toyse What do you do?

A. Call Jack back to the table. Tell him he

must stay at the table until his picture is

finished and it's his turn to wash his hands.

B. Get Jack and bring him back to the table.

Help him wash his handswith Debbie. Then

allow both children to leave the group.

C. Finish helping Debbie. Then go get Jack.

Help Jack wash his hands. Then wash anything

in therocm which he "has tiDuched.

Answers On Bottom

- Of Next Page
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You have decided to have water play with your group of toddlers. Men
you get the table filled and ready, about eight children rush over to

play in the ueter. %bat do you do?

A. Allow the eight children to play in the

. water. It would be unfair to turn same of
the children amw utile allowing others to

plaY

B. Tell the children that only four can play at

the water table. Ask if some of the children
would leave and come back when there is mon
at the table. Praise those children that

leave. Tell them they are good "sharers."

C. Put smocks on four of the childred. Tell
the other four to go to the block area or

coloring table. Tell them you will come and
get thenuten it is their turn at the water

table. Be sure you stay nearby to supervise.

Answers Fram Choice A is not a good choice. ObviousZy Jack

Previous Page is tired of the activity. He may refuse to

return to the table. Even if he does re,turn,

waiting a turn to wash his hands probably will

cause problems.

Choice B is the best solution. You make sure

Jack returns to the table quickly before any
"damage" can be done. You get him washed and

off to another activity right away. One hint:

When finger painting with toddlers, usuaZZy it
is best to have onZy two at a time finger paint.
Their attention span is short. You will be able

to keep up with the painting and cZean-up much

more easiZy with two children.

Choice C is a poor choice. By the time you get

to Jack he undoubtedZy wiZZ have left his %5Erk"

in several places. Cleaning up the spots he has

touched leaves two toddlers finger.painting by

themselves. This could add up to a really messy

situation.
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You have just finished singing a song with your group of toddlers. Now
9ou_have started to tell them a picture story about animals. TWo or

thiie of the children get up and walk away. You bring them back to the

gioup, seat them near you and continue the story. Then two other children

begin to push each other. Three acre walk away. When you call them

back, they don't come. The two children who are pushing each other began

. to cry. That should you do now?

A. Call an end to group time. Tell all of the 4,

children they may leave. Then separate and

comfort the two crying children.

B. Separate and comforethe two crying children.
Allow those who have walked away to play

elsewhere. Then,- ccritinue the story with the

rest of the grotip.

C. Bring the children who have walked away back

to the group. Then put the two children who
have been pushing and have started to cry
away from everybody. Continue with the story.

Answers Pram Choice A is not the best answer. Eight toddlers

Previous Page at the water table will end up with wet children

and water aZZ over the floor. No one would have

a good time.

Choice B is not the wisest choice. Toddlers are

not able to make decisions like this. No one

would leave the table. You would end up with

unhappy children who didn't understand what you
were talking about.

Choice C may be a better alternative. You are

telling four children to pZay in other areas and

that you wiZZ come and get them. You are taking

the Tesponsibility for deciding who plays at the

water table and when. You also are reassuring the

fbur who have to leave that they wiZZ get a turn

at the water table.
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Answers From Choice A is the best choice. When fighting

Previous Page begins altd you have to repeatedly bring children
back to the group, it is a signal that the todd-

lers hove had to sit too long. Recognise signals

such as these. Allow the group to get up and

play elsewhere.

Choiee B is not the best answer. You are taking

too much time away from the group. They aZZ wiZZ

ecome restless white you attend to the two cry-

ing children. Look for signs of restlessnese

during group time. End the group activity when

several of the children are restless. Otherwise,

they keep the rest of the children from hearing

what is going on. You will spend your. time try,

ing to settle the restless ones instead ofpaying
attention to those who are behaving.

Choice C is not the wisest choice. As we've said

before, you need to pay'attention to signs of

restlessness. Did the group time before many of

the children become unhappy an4 bored. Sitting

a toddler in a chair usually doesn't work well.
They don't understand why they have to sit.there.
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NON CM YOU
HELP Tawas GRIN

=MCI, Or THEIR BCCIES?
EXPECr A WIDE RANGE OF imirrrEs

Be Aware
Of Each

Child's Abilities

Respect Differences
Cue To

Family Custars

Try Not To
Capare
Mildren

Recognize The
Kinds Of Things

That Ttoddlers
Can Do

Soddlers-always are growing and their growth

occurs in a fairly definite pattern. They will

learn to run before they learn to climb. .They

will learn to stay dry during the day before

they can stay dry at night. But alI childrpl do

not grow at the same rate3 Not all toddlerSNare

capable of running or climbing with ease at

two-and-a-half years of age. Some are and same

are not. Nor are they all capable of keeping

their 'gilts dry. %hen workingloith young chil-

dren it is helpful to be more aware of the

differences in individual body development than

the so-called average for any given age. These

differences in physical growth are normal. They

are to be expected.

Some physical differences you will see in chil-

dren occur because of the values or customs of

the child's culture or family. For instanoe,

children-in many Mexican-American homes are not

expected to be independent at ayobng age. You

nay care for a toddler who does not km/whore-to

put on her coat even though others her age -may

have learned this skill months ago. If her

family has encouraged her to rely upon them for

help, then she is\more likely not to learn to

dress herself until she is a little older. The

more you are aware f the customs practiced in a

child's home, the tter you will be in your job.

1016W-that it-is the fferences amion4 children

and their familiesttha make-each_one of them

special.

KnoWIedge about physical growth is necessary when

teaching the young dEild. It helps you to rea-

lize what great changes are taking place in the

toddler. It is the quality of growth that is

important. The fact that one toddler is six

inches taller than another is not nearly as out-

standing as the fact that an individual toddler

-may have grown six inches from the time he

turned two untilale turned three. }ladle comr

pares to other two year olds is not important

as long as his physical growth is moving forward.

Mile a toddler seems rather immature to an

adult, she has come a laig way in just a few

shaft-years. She loves to run, using tiny steps,

even though her running often is clumsy. She

will have trouble slowing down, possibly run-

ning into other people or things when trying to
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Be Aware That
Physical Growth

Can Affect
Behavior

Expect Better
COntrol Of

Large NUscles
Than Small

Cdes

stop. She likes to climb and jump. She can
climb up and down stairs by herself holding onto
the railing and taking each step one at a time.
She usually handles a cup without spilling.
Although eating still can be messy, the toddler
can feed herself quite 'well with a spoon. She
is learning to dress herself. She does not yet
know her right shoe from her left or the front
of her shirt from the back. But she is trying
over and over again to-get better. She still
is interested in swings and even may learn to
ride a tricycle. She loves throwing and kick-
ing a ball and enjoys "keeping time" to music.
She likes satiblaingwith crayons or a pencil.
"Beading" a book or magazine is great fun, too.
She can turn pages one at a time, build things
with blocks like trains or pyramids, cut with
scissors, flush the toilet, open and close doors,
and much, much more. Her physical accomplish-
ments are many during this period of growth.

The way a toddler behaves sometimes is related
to his.physical development. Ft= instance,
periods of rapid growth can affect his ability
to control his feet, causing him to stuMble over
everything. If that happens enough times, the
two year old could become upset. He could take
his frustraticn out on a playmate. He may want
to learn to tie his shoe because he sees older
children doing it. But because he physically
is not ready to tie his laces, he could become
disappointed once again. The toddler's world
is full of frustrating events. Many of them
occur becaube of immature physical development.

In general, the toddler finds that the larger
parts of his body, like his legs and arms, are
easier for him to control than the smaller
parts, like his fingers arld*toes. The toddler
particularly enjoys singing games that use his
legs and arms or hands and fingers. He loves
play that exercises his entire body, like run-
ning, climbing'and jumping. He thinks it is
great fun pushing chairs around the roam, even
when you do not think it is such a good idea.
Finger painting is easier for him than painting
with a brush. The bigger the piece of paper,
the better. He likes to help "cook," to march
and to build with large blocks rather than
small ones. Puzzles with two to four large
pieces are fun and water play is relaxing as
well as entertaining.
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1EODMI7E THE IMPORTANCE op REST AND ECOD

de The physical growth of the toddler is very
Cçortunit4.es related to her physical health. Since the todd-

For Rst ler is experiencing a.moSt rapid physical growth
it is necessary that she have enough rest and
proper food. The two year old plays hard so she
tires easily. The caregiver who is not aware of
this fact can cause all sorts of problems. The
toddler has a right to be short tempered or
cranky,if she is tired. She naturally has less
control o0er her bodyiWhen tired, too. You can
help the toddler through difficult times by
being aware when she is getting tired. Fre-
quently, a tired two year old will want her
parents or a favorite toy at home. In the child
care center you cannot provide these things for
her. But show her you understand. If a nap is
not possible, change the child's activity to more
*let play before she gets overly tired. Offer
her your lap or a shoulder to lean an so she
feels wanted and secure. Give her a chance to
rest and you bothwill be happier for it.

Let The Child Good food is essential to good physical develop,
Decide How MUch ment. Tbddlers are no exception. It generally

Tb Eat is true that children will eat enough food to
meet their growing needs without adults forcing
them. Just like you, the toddler has tines when
he is not hungry. If he refuses lundh or snack,

accept his decision. He knows better than you
whether or not his stomach is hungry. When he

is hungry he will eat. Sometimes a new food may
be served for lunch that the toddler has never
eaten before. He may not want to try it because

he is unsure. You can help him most by being
calm and unhurried. Encourage him to try the
new food but dO not insist upon it. Be careful

not to stuff him with too much food. His stomadh-

is small. He willkncw when he has had enough
to eat. Serve small helpings and let him ask for
seconds if he still is hungry.

Expect Meals and snack times should be happy.times. It

FOod "Jags" And is important you understand that a toddler has

Hunger Strikes food likes and dislikes just like an adult. A
two year old often will go on food "jags." She

miight go ten days in A row eating only peanut
butter and honey sandwiches. She even may go

several days and eat very little. Such behaviors

are normal. This is the age in a child's .

development when many difficulties About eating
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can appear. There are same good reascms for
this. A boddler has reached a stage in which
food is not the most interesting thing in her
world. She is learning so many new and excit-
ing things like running, climbing and jumping.
Her rate of physical growth is somewhat slower
at*this age, too. Her need for food is not as
great as it was earlier or as it will become
when she is older. If, however, a child never
is hungry, that could be a sign of a real
problem.

Plan Ph= Eating is fun for the hungry child. It is not
Success At ag much fun for a child who is tired or upset,
Mealtime so plan quiet activities before mealtimes. You

can help the two year old become a more success-
ful eater by Serving hdte-sized pieces and fin-
ger lbods. Let the toddler help set the table,
serve the food or clean up. Always allow enough
time to eat in a relaxed setting. Eating in
very sMall groups will encourage contact with
other children as well as discussion about the
foods being eaten. Ilbst of all, the child needs'
the freedom to eat in his or her own way.

BE PEMEEtY OR TrODIERS'
INTERIM IN BATIIECCM SKILLS

Expect Interest It is no accident that the toddler's interest in
In Tbileting toileting and washing comes to a climax at this
And Washing stage in her development. Until now her body

had not matured enough to control her bladdpr or
her hands for washing. She did not care if her
pants were wet or her face sticky. She did not
even careif otherswanted her face and hands
clean. However, during toddlerhood all of these
forcesioadi together to create a good deal of
interest in bathroom skills. Physical readiness
in learning bathrbom skills is more important
than anything else. A child cannot stay dry if
she cannot willingly -hold back her urine. By
now the toddler is able to have more control
over her body. She is eager to learn all she
can about behavior in the bathroom.

Allow Some Tb adults washing simply is a necessary chore to
Time Ft= be done as quickly as possible. Tb the toddler
Practice who is just learning this skill, it may be a

very enjoyable experience. It ig one that she
will want to practice and practice. Too you this

may be dawdling. Tb her it is learning, experi-
menting and perfecting the art of washing.
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"P withimater also is a helpful, soothing
relief from,frustration for some children. If
you think it is important for her to learn these
skills, she, too, will think it is important.
Repeating the process many times is the best way
to learn. Alter all, toilets and faucets are
interesting nmachines." Do not expect her to
clean the sink or keep water off the floor.
Learning to wet, soap, scrub, rinse and dry
her face and hands is enough for now. The
desire to clean-up after herself will come many
months later. When we allow the child to stay
with an activity until she is satisfied, we help
her to feel independent, adequate and secure.

Be Patient The toddler is very sensitive to "accidents."
With Accidents He must learn to control his bladder and bowels.

When he does he will.want to please you and him-
self by using the toilet. While he is learning,
you know he is apt to have an accident
nowand-then. This may cause himmuldh alarm.
You can help most lby reassuring him that everyone
makes mistakes. Everyone has an accident from
timeto time. While he gets into dry clothes,
praise him for having tried his best. Be calm.
Offerwords of encouragement. This will do a
lot to help him overcome his feelings of failure.
Toiletirg andiftshing are big steps in the todd-
ler's grawing.-qp. He Should be made to feel -At
comfortable as possible when things go wrong:
Most cf all, remember that such activitiei are
strongly connected to physical growth. No time
table can be used to predict when the toddler
will be ready to begin learning bathroom skills,
or any,physical skills for that matter. These
skills cannot be perfected overnight. When
given enOugh time and patience, the toddler will
master theie things, too.
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MAT ;WTI) YOU
DO. . .

Doug is two,an&a-half and loves to climb. You see him cliMbing on a
chair, then onto the table and finally standing on the table. Should
you ally./ Doug to do this?

A. Yes, because climbing is an impoxtant skill
for Doug to learn.

B. No, because Doug might fall and hurt himr-
self.

C. Yes, if you stand near Doug and steady him
while he is on the chair and table.

Answers On Bottom
Of Next Page
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Louise is trying to put on her cowgirl boots and is having trouble doing
it. She becomes very frustrated and starts to kick and cry. What Should
you do? Say:

A. q4ouise, I will help you with your boots. 4

I know it is hard to put on boots. Some day
ybuwill be able to do it by youxself."

B. "Louise, I'll put one boot on for ybu and
you put on the other boot. Now stoop crying
because ttlatioah't help yau get the boot

C. "Louise, if you are going to kick and scream,
I'll have to take your boots away. I knaw
you can put your boots an by yourself. Stop
crying and just try a little harder."

Answers Pram Choice A is not a good idea. Climbing on chairs
Previous Page is unsafe and not acceptable social behavior.

It is not something you want to encourage.

Choice B is the wisest choice. .DOug could fall
and get hurt. He may then be afraid to climb
again. Allowtoddlers to clia only on equipment
made for that purpose. ///

Ch6ice C is not the bee answer. By standing
near Doug-and steadyiipg him you are giving him
the idea that it is/all right to climb on chairs
and tables.
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It is lunchtime and Randy is not eating very well. Thi_s is-tile second
day that heihas just "picked" at his food. You are concerned about his
loss of appetite. Yet other than a lack of appetite, Randy seems to feel
-fine. What do you do?

A. Tell Randy that if he wants to grow up big
and strong like his daddy he has to eat his
lunch. Tell Bandy that he has to eat all his
lunch before he leaves the table.

B. let Randy eat at his own pace. Praise him
as be takes each bite of food from his plate.
Encourage him to take another bite but don't
force him to eat if he doesn't wantt.o.

C. Tell Randy that if he isn't going to eat he
has to leave the:table. If he still refuses
to eat have him leave the table and sit some-
where else until lunchtime is over.

Answers From 'Choice A is-the preferable solution. Boots are
Previous Page hard for toddlers. When she becomes frustrated

it is time\for the caregiver to give heZp. Reas-
sure Louise so that another time she will be
able to do it herself%

Choice B wiZZ solve nothilg. It is obvious
Louise can't Put on her boots. Helping with one
boot may or may not help her put on the other one
by herself. Telling her to stop crying anq try
harder will just add,to her frustration.

.

Chosce C se not a good idea. Louise wiZZ become
anxious and angry if you take away the boots.
It's obvious she already has tried very hard.
She is frustrated so she probably can't stop cry-
ing to try harder.
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lb lly is bal.-and-a-half and is in training pants. Her parewx erncl you .

hive been malking with Iblty tri.stay dry and 'She has been doing U.
Ha#ever, today she has teen tuky playir4 ilia you notice she has uet
pants. Trilen you go over to her she becares (vitt, upset. Mat do you say
tb Hokly?

1.
A. "Holly, I'm really disappointed in you. You

have been doing so well using the toilet.
itty did you wet your pants? Your noth:-. is
goingto be very unhappy when I tell her you
mat your pants.'

B. "Holly, cane to the bathrocch with ne oFid f'il
dome ycu. You kw* you 'are_ summed to use-
the toilet. Clhy dien't -you-tell me You had .

to go to the batbroan? Rererther ntatt tine
to tell me *hen it* have to, go to the-bath-
zoom. 0

C., "Holly, I see-you, had an accident. It's all
right this tire. will change 'your wet
pants and tell your cother it was just an

Dcret storrY; I know try to
tell ne when you have to go to the batlut-ra
next ,time. "

Answers Fran Choice A is, of course, inoorre6t. ly. Randy is
Previcus Page not hungry, forcing him to eat win make him

,very wnhappy and cause megZtire to be an unpleas-
ant rather than pleasant time.,,

Choic'le B is the beet choice. You are encouraging
Randy to try a bite now crnd then but you(are not
forcing him to eat.

Choice C 0 not a good solution. You are punish-,
ing Randy-for not eating. Veing food in,a punish-
ing or rewarding way is mot.a good ideg.



Answers From Choice.A:is'not a'good idea. YOU,Arenmking
Previous Page Holly ftel guiZty and frightened. This will not

hilp her stay dry.

Choice B ie a poor choice.. Again you are scold-
ing Holly rather than being undarstanding and
'Ilcouragyng her to teZZ,you when she has to go

to the bathroom.

Choice C is the beet answer. --You are being
understanding about the accident. You also are
arpressing confidence in her a:Laity to stay dry
and tell you t!.70n she neede to go to the bath-

room.
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trif ON YOU
SUPPORT 'TCCDLERS

EXPLORATICIV
MEMBER TIM' EV D4-4 IS NEW

Be Preparea
FOr Lots

Of Ekploration

Of fer

New Things
Hut Never
Force Then

TO.alize

Don't Quite
How

Things Work

Perhaps the moist important thing for you to

reiiertiber when working with the toddler is that

to him the world is BRAND NEW. ANYTHING and

EVERYTHING are of interest to him and challenge

his mind. Ordinary routines like brushing your

teeth or pouring a. glass of milk are "old hat"

to you. 'But to a toddler these are new tasks.

He never has done them before. He has spent.many

months listening and watching and now it's his

turn. So world step aside, here he cames.

In helping the two year old to understand herself

and the world around her it is best to arouse or

awaken her interest gradually: Never force her

'into samething new. Let her.decide when she is

ready to pet the rabbit or use the toilet. If

forced, the toddler may develop fears, br resent-

ments that could take months, even years, to

overccme.

Haw a toddler sees his world and his general con-

cept or idea-Of life still are based on very few

experiences. TO him anything that moves must be

alive. A leaf blowing down the street is "alive"

because it movPd. He still will need to put many

things in his mouth to find out how they taste.

Games like hide-and-seek are interesting to him

because he is just barely beginning t,--) realize

that something or someone still can be there even

if his eyes cannot see it: "Sooner," "later" or

"wait a minute" baye same meaning to him. He

knows these ideas may cause him to have to wait

a short while. Hp is not yet able to separate

today fran yesterday "or tomorrow fram today.

To wait until tomorrow for a ride on the

merry-go,-round is,beyond fiis mental understand,-

ing and patience as well. He can understand simr

ple cause and effect. He knows that if he flips

a'switchfn the wall, the light will come on.

He still believes one big cookie is more than

two tzr three smaller ones. He is befalling more

sensttive to and'amare of change, siich as sub-

'stitute child caregiver or a rearrangenent of

the furniture in the child care center. Sane of

these things will frighten him, others will

delight him. They always will be a source of

curiosity and excitement as he learns about life

around him.
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Repeat Things The two year old laves to rePeat things over and
And Ekpect Toddlers over. She also likes you to repeat things time

TO, Repeat Them after time. It is her way of learning to perfect
her abilities - "practice:makes perfect" - and to
reassure herself that some things riever change.
She will pull the same sock on and off time and
again to-get better and better. Or she will
throw a ball-Up in the air over and over just to
make sure it always comes down. She will ask
constantly, Na dat, wa dat?" even after you have
told her many times before. As she nears her
third birthday you may have to read the same sim-
ple story day in and day out until she is satis-
fied that it is always the same. She may become
upset if you change the story even a little bit.

Use At about this age the child develops an interest
Television in television. In the beginning it is the com-
Carefully mercial rather than the actual program that

catches his attentiop. Commercials are loud and
full of fast music. They are spoken in simple
words.and are repeated. The child feels cam-
fortable with them. As he develops his abili-
ties to watch and to listen, he will be able to
follow moving objects on the screen. Cartoons
and simple programs especially designed for young
children now are a part of his expanding world.
However, television should be used only once in
a while as a learning tool. The child still
learns best by doing.

ETECi THEM TtD SEE USUAL TIM= IN UNUSUAL IMS

Realize That The toddler's ideas about right and wrong or good
Manings Are and bad are not like yours. Generally, anything

Different that is interesting or that gives-her pleasure
has got to be right or good. Those things that
are unplehsant are wrong or bad. -s an adult
you believe coloring on the wall wth crayons is
wrong. The toddler cannot understnd why it is
wrong because it is so mudh fun! 'se, the
two year old does not think it is good for her
to stop playing in order to take a nap. &lowing
how the toddler thinks about right or wrong and
good or bad should help i/ou help, her to acdept
things as they are. You could offer a pleasarit
activity like reading her favorite story during
nap time to make napping more enjoyabl apd
therefore "good" in he* mind. \\



Expect The toddler has a keen eye for details. In early
Active toddlerhcod a real phone is just an obdect that

Imaginaticris rings and talks. As the toddler nears three he
does Inane pretending. In his pretend play he now
is more likely to imitate adults uten using a toy
phone. First he udll dial, then say hello and
goodbye, and finally put the receiver cn the
hook. He has paidmore attention to the finer
details of using a telephone. Since his imagina-
tion usually is better than ours, he even nay
see things that we cannot. If a picture of a
house looks like a clown to him, agzee and .

encourage his imagination. The roof could indeed
look like a clown's hat, the windows, his eyes
and noee, and the door, his mouth. You are more
a4are of the house as a whole. , He is more mare
of the parts of the house like the doors amiwin-
dows.

Help Them As the two year old matures, his awareness of
Put Things detwils also includes an increased need to set

In Order things in order. He is aware of sequence of
events, of lapse of time, and of the space around
him. He has many opportunities to learn about
space and order.as he puts the toys away - the
blocks on one shelf, the puzzles on another,
and the cars and trucks aft a third. When playing
with.e toy train he learns about sequence. The
engine comes first/ liollowed by all the other
cars andthe caboose last. Ile&es not need to tell
time Or evenknw what time it is. However, he
does need to know about before, noto, and after.
He discovers that there is a time for eating, a
time for playing and a timerfor sleeping. You
can help the child understand all Of these impor-
tant concepts. Per example,.omganize his acti.1)i-
ties so that story time comes before lunch time
and lunch tine comes:beforenap time. The todd-
ler is better able to get through each day with
less tibset when he knows he can rely upon a
certain amount of order in his life.

TRY NCT,TD IliESREIND ITEEIR BMW-1CW

Recognize The toddler learns to think before she acts.
That Curiosity She now has a purpose in her mind before she pro-

Is Strong ceeds. Earlier she climbed just to be climbing.
Nal she may to get to something like the
cookie jar on of the counter. She may go so
far as to push,a chair from one spot to another
to help her g&Cfronthere to there. Atm; year
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old likes to experiment, invent and explore to
see "what will happen if...." She does things
not to misbehave or displease you but because
she is naturally curious. This curiosity can
cause her to be rough and destructive. She may

-.pull the eyes off her new'stuffed animal, give
it a bath, or tear outats insides. She does
this not because she doesn't like the toy.
Instead she is curious about what it is, how it
works or what it does. As she grows, so grows
her ability to think things through before she
acts. Sometimes she may ask you a question or
ask you to do a task for her. Be careful not to
discoura4e the toddler by answering her question
with another question. For example, "Why do you
think the tricycle won't move?" Do not insist
she is big enough to solve the problem by her-
self. She probably already has thought the pro-
blem through and is coming to you for help. So
work with her to find the solution. Next time
-her tricycld'is stuck she might be able to settle
the matter herself.

Keep Choices The todd3lir learns through trial and error. He
Simple And tries many ways to fill a dump truck with blocks

Decisions Ftn until he finds the way that suits him best. .

Making decisions is very difficult for a two year
old. He nay want-to try all the choices before
be can pick the best way or the one he likes
mcst. When making a decision, especially when
the'choice is between opposites, he may say he
wants both. He does riot see why choosing a
piece of chocolate cake for dessert should mean
he cannot have the vanilla pudding, too. He is
not trying to be difficult or stubborn. He just
need's to try out both until he is sure in his
mind which would be the best choice for him.
Sometiires.the choice's can be confusing to the
toddler, causing him to choose none of them. So
keep the choices simple and the decisions fun.

Accept EXtreme It is not uncommon for the two year old to go to
Behaviors extremes in her behavior. This is a part of her
As Normal growth and development that also is normal for

her age. A toddler does not have the same abili-
ty to control herself as does an adult. Her
nccds change faster than yours. Also, her
attention span or ability to concentrate alone
activity or thing often is very short. She may
shout for lundhto be served only to quietly
say she is not hungry when it is.put in front
of her. She may be eager to help you put away
the toys but take half an hour to complete the
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job. You can help her most by showing your
support and understanding during these times.

Encourage Their While you know his attempts to help wash the
Desires TO dishes will mean more mess for you to clean up, 4

Be Helpful it is important that you encourage his desire to
help. This is a special characteristic in a
two year old that aides not always occur as he
grows older. Wbrk along with the child, talking
about what you both are doing. If he dawdles
or takes more time that youlmould like, help him
by suggelMt±v what will happen next. 'First
e scrub the dishes with the cloth, then we rinse
them." Cr you can encourage him to finish
faster by saying, 'Nhen we finish the dishesyou
can have a book to read." Simply forcing him to
hurry without encouragement, or stepping in to
do the job yourself, only teaches him to be
impatient and makes him feel unworthy.
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kaamma =as
IN SUPPORT=

=CURS MIDERSTANDING
OF 1HE WORM

. . . Same Often Asked Questions
And

Situations TO EXpIore

WM DO YOU SPLVISFY
TraLERs, =amp ni THEIR MIED?

The toddler coniitantly is exploring her world. As she explores, she
learns to identify colors, numbers and sounds. She learns about hot and

cold, in and out, and big and small. Often this exploration leads to
challenges for you as well as for her. The toddler may want to know
what is on top of a shelf and climb up to see, She then may find she

can't get down. You, the caregiver, must be alert to these kinds of

situations. Otherwise the toddler could hurt herself. Since the world

is a fascinating place for her, your job is to allow exploring and to

encourage it. However, be aware of possible dangers. Move in to help

the toddler explore safely.
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%MAT WOULD YOU
DO IF . . .

Laura is playing with same felt circles that are red, blue, green and
yellow. You wculd like Laura to recognize a few colors. How can you
help her do this?

A. Take the felt circles from Laura. Name the
colors one by one. Then ask her to name the
colors for you. Be patient if she makes a
mistake.

B. Name the color of each circle for Laura.
Ask her to find scmething in the room that
is the same color. Then ask her to tell you
the color name. If she makes a mistake,
correct her gently.

C. Show Laura the blue circle. Tell her it\is
blue just like her dress. Show her other
blue objects in the room. Name the color of
each blue object while holding the blue cir-
cle next to it.

Answers On Batt=
Of Next Page
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Rhonda, who is two, is trYing to put one box insidp another. She is

having trouble. She keeps trying to force the big box inside the smaller
one. How can you best help Rhonda?

A. Do nothing. Allcw Rhonda to discover for
herself that the small box should go inside
the big box. :

B. Go over to Rhonda and suggest she try putting
the small box ihside the big one. Show her
what you mean. Allow her to experiment with
this if she wants.

C. Put the small box inside the big box for
Rhonda a few times. Tell her when she is
bigger she can do it just like void did.

Answers From Choice A is a poor choice. Naming colors and
Previous Page expecting Laura to remember them is too hard for

a toddler. She probably wiZZ become frustrated.

Choice B wiZZ heZp Laura see things that are the
same coZor but will not help her remember coZor
names. You are expecting her to,do two tasks at
the seme time. She wiZZ become configted.

Choice C is the best choice. You are working oh
one color at a time, using her dress color to
help her remember blue. You are using the cir-
cZe and other bZue objects in the room to heZp
her learn the color name. She wiZZ remember it
better this way.
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David, who is boo-and-a-half, is playing with the blocks. He is setting
them pp in a row. There are sone very large blocks and same that are
much smaller. You would like to teach him big and small while he is
setting them up. Say:

A. "David, this is a big tdock and this is a
small block. I am going to put a big block
first, then a small bdock. Can you help ne
do this?"

B. "David, I am going ,to put a big block dam,
then a snail block; then a big block again.
Can you make_a_block line like mine?"---

C. "David, why don't you make your line of
blocks in this order: First put dawn a big
block, then a wall block, then.a big block?"

Masers Fran Choice A May not teach Rhonda anything. She may
Previous Page become fruatrated and quit before she figures

the problem out. Toddlers do not have the nec-
essary skills to. solve such problems.

Choice B is the best choice. It gives Rhonda
an idea of has to solve her problem. It does
not force her to do it your way.

Choice C is not a wise choice. You are solving
the problem for Rhonda and not allowing her
to do it herself. WhiZe the toddler needs heZp
in solving such problems she should be allowed
to have a part in the solution.
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Answers Fran Choice A is the best answer. You are doing the
Previous Page activity with David. The toddler is not able to

do this type of activity on his own. He loves
to do it with you. He will Zearn about big and
small as well as how to put things in a special
order.

Choice B is rather hard. A toddler would have
trouble matching your row of blocks. He proba-
bly would become discouraged. Re would be happy
to do it with you but could become bored and
frustrated doing it by himself%

Choice C expects a toddler to know what big and
small blocks look like. It would be difficult
for a toddler to follow spoken directions-such
as these without seeing the blocks in the order
you are talking,about. Toddlers need to see.as
well as hear wht\you want them to do.
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ExPEcr SPENCIM TO RECCME MJRE Dtpopme

Be Prepared
Bor Them Tro

Name Things And
Ask Cuesticns

Remember
Language

Depends On
Readiness

Be Sensitive Po
Children

Istlo Speak

Zoo Languages

By the time a child reaches two years he will
have same understanding of the majority of simple
words and phrases spoken to him. The toddler
will continue to use gestures, like pointing.
He will rely on the art of listening as much as -
if not more than - before. He likes to listen
to stories, especiallyabout himself and objects
around him. However, language will now include
the ability to speak basic words and threc-word
sentences. Between the ages of two and
two-an&a-halfyears the toddler can usually
name one color. He asks simple questions such
as "Via dat?" or "Go bye-bye?" The toddler enjoys
looking at pictures in a book and naming things
he recognizes. At 30 to 36 months of age he
can identify actions in pictures and give his
full name. As his language skills grow he will
start to tellivou about his experiences. Soon
he will carry on entire conversations.

Language is an expression of the total child.
It is impossible to separate language from the
toddler's overall growth and development. The
formation of certain sounds are not possible
until she has achieved physical control of her
tongue. "I sick" may came out as "I thick" until
she has mastered the "s" sound. As the toddler
becomes more interested in playing with others,
the need to talk to others naturally will become

stronger. The child will discover that it is
easier and far more effective to tell you her'
ball has just been stolen than to howl at the
top of her lungs. The two year old finds speech
to be ,helpful in expressing her feelings. She
learns that a hug fran you is more meapingful
when she returns your hug alcng with a quiet 1Me
like you." Speech is often a clue to her mental
abilities as well. The toddler who says "Brown
dog" is telling you more about the animal and her
thoughts about that animal than if she had just
pointed and said "Dog."

Many children in a military child care center
will be familiar with a language other than
English. Same even may have had very little
or no experience with Ehglish at all. You should
respect and welcome those children who may be

'learning to speak more than one language. Ycu
should understand that the language setting of
the child care center may be very frightening
and strange to a two year old. If you have
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eNperience in the child's language, help mak.e

the child feel mare at home by talking to him in

that language. You then can help him learn to

speak English by first using a, word in his lan-

guage ,followed by the English word for the same

thing.

Identify Language is especially meaningful when directed

Things That toward the toddler himself +Dr things whioh are

They Like of interest to him. A. two year old's main inter-

-ests seem to be his parents or main caregiver,

exploring objects in his world,cand practicing

newly learned skills. Identifying what the child

many is interested in at any given moment is

basic to good language teaching. A toddler loves

to practice simple conversation skills, particu-

larly on objects. You no doubt can recall an

eager two year old on the other end of the line

who sewed more interested in talking to the

phone than to you. Tihen asked to fetch =my,

the receiver usually is left to dangle or better

yet, put back on the hook so the phone can

"call" - or ring - again!

Avoid Babytalk The toddler learns to §peak more easily when she

And Long hears her words repeabed by others. If she points -

Explanations and says, "Zee-e " enjoy the discovery with her.

Add to her undWarstalding of language and the

world around her by saying things like, "Oh,

Tammy, I see the kitty, too. That is a shiny,

black kitty." Pause to allow the child to

respond to you. Then continue. "The kitty is

running very fast. I ..bnder where the kitty

is going in such a hurry?" Once again give -the

child a chance to respond to this added informa-

tion. Then, perhaps you could say, *Let's watch

to see what the kitty is going to do now." In

this way the toddler hears her own words, thoughts

and ideas expressed by you. She- learns many

things about the kitten. The -kitten is black-

and it runs fast. Tbgether you, will learn where

the kitty is going and what it will do next.

When repeating words back to the toddler, you

must be careful to avoid. wbabytaIk." using
"kee-e" instead of "kitty" would not be helpful.

Talking down to a child not only confuees her

but also sets a poor example for her to follow.

likewise, you should, not talk above her level

of understanding. Long lectures and big words

only bore the young listener, making future

conversations with you less appealing.
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Give Toddlers Ccncentrate on the toddler's new ability to
The Naves notice small details. Point out similarities

For Things and differences. Benettber to keep your explana-
tions brief; unless, of maze, the child wants
to centime the disenssicn. Be mare of the boo,
year old's talent at =netting one particular
word to other cbjects, such as "bird" to an air-
plane. It Is inPortant to realize that speak-
ing always cones after usxlerstanding. The toad-
ler may very veil utylerstand that the airplane
is not a bird. But his vccabulary falls stort
of having a correct name for it. What is inpor-

_tent IS that he has seen the plane's similari-
ties to a bird. Sere is your chance to give it
a new nave. libcourage the child's interest with
a few short °aliments. 'The tcddler remembers
what he wants to remember. In tine he will know
enough to call the plane a plane.

Be Patient The toddler does have a lot to say but usually
With -he doesn't know enough words to tell. you. what is

-Stuttering, al his mind. So, betaseen the ages of bn and
three te may begin to stutter. You can help the
child through this stage by being patient. Even
if he trust start or repeat himself several.titres,
never correct his speech or try to say it for
him. The toddler is quidk to sense your roOds,
and nervoumess. Sot a relaxed, unhurried set-
ting is more helpful.

Enccurage Earlier in this module we said that to the todd-
"Pretend" ler play is work. Cale kind of play she works at

Play is pretend play. Pretend play is where the child
imitates other things or people. She might pre-
tend-She is a dog or the daddy. Pretend play is
good for speech develogrent, The better the
child speaks, the nore she will pretend. At
'two the toddler will do very little, if any,
pretending. Men she turns boo-and-a-half to
three, pretending beoornes nore interesting to
her. zs she grows she will want tO pretend with
you. Soon she will pretend with Other children
in the center. As a 'Caregiver you can enoourage
speech develcpment through pretend play even in
the young toddler. Ask a boo year olid to talk
like a ow, "Moo-mco," or a kitty, "Mew-stew."
The toddler loves animals. The sounds aniinals
mske are a gcod beginning. Later, after, she has
learned nrcre words, have her tell you sate of
the things a ow ar kitty can do. You Will be
helping the%toddler to practice language skills
and to learn more about the world =miler.



aTect Great Cnce the toddler learns., to talk, wards became .

% Differences phrases, phrases become sentences, and lentehces,
Atang Taddiers conversations. TWO year olda dhow these stages

,of:speeCti- at different ages. Softie taddles can
carrY -On ndni-conversationa 'with you..at age two.

Others- appear to:be taking their, sweet time,

having an but clammed up. Yc4. may isxmder if -

the Chiid even kpOws how to talk. , Suddenly at

, two-and-arhalf Or three years All the thoughts
and exciteinent kle had been 110.10414 in forarcnths
buist% upcn, the- scene. -'-whi-1W you ere reiielred

he,tan indeed talk, there May be times whe:n you
, will want,to "tukn him oft:" Instead, work wit/1

',lint rather thah a4ainet him, Thr this is q time
of gro..at joy and' oel eh=-ation.

z
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BUILDING SKILLS
IN ENCOURAGING

TCCCLERSrIANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
_

. . Sare Often Asked Questials
.And

Situations To .Explore

CAN kU'HELP TODDLERS TALK?

Language develops in toddlers in spurts. Each child's development is
very different. Some toddlers by two--and-a-half are 'speaking quite
clearly and can make theirwants known easily. Others still are having
trouble making themselves understood. As a caregiver your role is to be
a good listener and observer. Do not try.to force the toddler to say
words correctly or put imrds together in sentences. Allow him to pro-
gress 'at his own rate. "Help him learn nemrwords by showing him pdctures
and telling him stories. Speak clearly to the toddler. Use short sen-
tences when giving directions. By age three most toddlers are able to
tell you how they feel and what theywantmost of the time.
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NEAT WOULD YOU
DOIF . . .

Jimmy is two-and-a-half. He is very curious about the names of things

in the roam. He is always asking NA dat?" Tbday he points to a '

valentine. Nim dat?" As a caregiver, how,do you respond to his ques-,

tion? Say:

A. "Jimmy, that is a valentine."

B. "'Jimmy, try to say %hat -ds that?'"

C. "Jimmy, I will tell you when you say 'What

is that' correctly."

Answers Cn Bottom
Cf Next Page
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You want to play a game with your toddler group to encourage language
development. Which of the three choices would be the best one?

A. You play the telephone game where you whis-
per a word to one child. He whispers it to
the next child and so on until the last child
tells'the word he heard.

B. Sho;, the children pictures of animals. Ask
theM-What'sound each animal in the picture

makes. Then ask them to name_the picture.

C. Say a simple nursery rhyme to the children.
Have them repeat the nursery rhyme back, to

you. Help them with the rhyme if they have

problems.

Answers From Choice A is the best answer. Jimmy, at

Previous Page two-and-a-half, probably is unable to say the
sounds Mwh" and "th" correctly.

-

Choice B is not a good solution. Jimmy probably
cannot say "What is that." He will become frus-
trated when you insist he says it.

Choice C is a poor choice. Jimmy probably cannot

say that. He wilt be unhappy when you reftwe to
answer his question. You should encourage learn-
ing new words by answering toddlers' questions.
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You are having painting time at the easels. Jenny, almost three, has

never minted before. lkiw will you help her learn to paint?
-

A. Tell Jenny to put the brush in the paint,
scraping the excess paint off the brush.
Then tell her to put the brush on the paper,
moving the brush up and down.

B. TO/1 Jenny youwill put the paint on her
brush. Then she can move the brush all over
the paper to make a picte.

C. Show Jenny how to put the brush in the paint
and scrape the excess paint off. Then have

her do it. Tell Jenny that now she can move

her brush all over the paper. Show her how

an your paper. Then let Jenny do her "awn

thing."

Answers Pram Choice A is not the b st game. It is much too

Previous Page difficult for toddZe s. They would not Zearn

from it.

Choice B is the best choice. You identify famil-

iar animals, putting the name of the animaZ and

the sound together. In this way they develop an

understanding of language.

Choice C is not the best game. Repeating a nur-

sery rhyme back to you would be difficuZt for a

toddler group. Even with heZp the nursery rhyme

woularhave ZittZe meaning for them.
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Answers From Choice A is not d good solution. The directions

Previous Page are much too long. This would be very conAsing
to a toddler.

Although Choice B is a shorter set of directions,
it still is not the wisest choice. Jenny is not

getting to practice all the skills in brush

painting. She will want to put her own paint
on the brvsh.

Choice C is the best solution. You are showing

as well as telling Jenny what to do. You also

are aZlowing her to practice all the steps in

brsh painting.
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101 C:AN YOU

PAX= TCCOLERS'
HEALTH AND SAFETY?

PREVENT UNNECESSANI PCCIDENTS

Think Haw
You Wbuld

Handle
Emergencies

Learn To
Recorjnize

Comm Hazards

Since toddlers cannot talk well enough to tell

you everything that is an their minds, emergen-
cies can be frightening for you as a caregiver.

Tbddlers are very, capable of getting into things

that you thaught were out of readh or places you

had labeled DANGER or FEEP CUT. Your reaction

in emergency situations can be critical. Consi-

der some of the following emergencies that can

occur when caring for toddlers:

- The child, has swallowed something at the

lunch-table and is choking. What would

you do first?

- A toddler has jammed a tiny pebble deep

into his ear. Do you try to remove the

object yourself or seek help?

- Without any warning, a'two year old throws

up in the middle of a dancing activity.

Is it more important that you clean up the

floor or tend to the child?

- You have found severe teeth marks on a

child. What do you do now?

- A toddler sualmuybursts out crying in

laud screams. You have not seen what has

caused the reaction. How do you(iespand?

- A, young two year old seemii to cry or whine

whenever she.moves her right arm. You can

see no visible marks, redness or swelling.

Is she faking or is it real?

- The child has developed diarrhea. Who

shabld be notified?

TWo year-olds have capabilities that they never

had before for getting themselves into serious

situatiort. They are curious about fire. They

uoveabou:constantiy and ttiy doing things alone.

.They*fun faster than you realize and are impa-

tient with anything that holds them-back. They

want to know how things work, what they taste

like ok what/things are made of. Fbr these rea-

sons, toddlers should not be givensmall objects

.
such as marbles to play with or toothpiaks for

.use in craft projects. Such things are dangerous

if swallowed or stuffed in an ear.



Keep_The
Center

Hazard-Free

Uhderstand The
Center's
Etergency
Policies

Floors should be kept clean and free of drafts
since toddlers spend a lot of time playing on
them. "Their curious little fingers can pick up
just about anything that might be found there.
Wastebaskets and similar objects should be kept
out of reach. Ttddlers are likely tO fish left-
over bits of food or other objects cut.of them.
They should wash their hands before meals and
snacks because the,hands usibIlly find a way into
their food. Large, strong toys without sharp
edges or parts that move are safest. Keep
matches, lighters, medicine and cleaning supplies
in a safe place - out of reach. Be alert to
two year olds who poke things into electric
outlets. Plastic covers are a good device to
use for safety here. Whenever water is used :
with toddlers very close supervision of their
play is most important. Tel, chests with
lift-type lids are hard on toddlers' heads
should they fall. Rough edges and bolts that
stick out on outdoor play equipment can cause
serious accidents. Tbddlers usually don't
know how-to tell you they are too hot or too
cold. Therefore, it is important to kee0the
room comfortable at all times.

There are many things that when left undone
could lead to serious accidents or health
hazards. When emergencies do occur, some will
require the help of other adults. Others you may
be able to handle alone. But if ever in doubt
and when time permits, get help at once. Two
or more heads are better than one. Be sure you
understand your center's policies regarding the
handling of emergencies. Each child care oentar
will have a-set standard or procedure for deal-
ing with emergency situations. Wise cregivers

\make sure they know it well.

BE ALERT TO POSSTBLE HEALTH PRCBLEMS

Recognize
Teddlers
Who Need

Special Help

As a caregiver you will be facedlPith many oppor-
tunities that will require you to make a decision
about the health and safety-ofchildren. It.is
important that you recognize Signs in childien
that may indicate problem aread. :Now that you
have wcrked through this module on Caring4eor
Toddlers, consider a11 the things you have
learned.
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SHCULD yOU BE AIMED IF . . .

- a toddler near three plays alone, never

with or near other children?

- a two-and-a-half year old cries every tine

his nother cares to take him hsrne?

a toddler makes social =tact with others

ally by hitting or kicking?

- a toddler never wants to be hugged, kissed

or touched in any way?

- an older toddler never is able to solve

singe tasks like pulling cri his socks?

- a two-and-a-half to three year old never

-talks?

- a toddler is upset easily when the slight-

est thing goes wrong?'

- a two year oId never can settle down for a

nap even when She Should be tired?

: - a toddler, almost three, is not able to

keep his pants dry during the day?

- a Child is very small or undegweight for

her age?

TWo year olds develop at different rates and in

different imays. So no one or two of the abOve

behaviors in -a :toddler Should 'be cause for alarm.

However, fram tine to tine you may rxtice a Child

for Whon many of the- above or similar statements

fit. tn this case it would be wise for yoU to

bring that 'child to the airector' s a#ention.

The director then will decide what steps, if any,

should be taken. You will have performed a very

necessary step. You will have helped the Child

care center get aid far a child in need of spe-

'cial help.. You are the one ip- the center who

sees the child moet frequently: You Age in a

very good position to notice things in'the Child's

behavior that others,may not.- So take yourself

and your abilities derioday for you are an

,important part of the ahild' s life.
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HOWE oR smIrr PROBLEM

. . . Some Often Asked Weitions
And

Situations 'lb Explore

HOW DO YOU 'HANDLE EMMENCIES
AND RECOGNIZE BEAM! PROBLEM?

The toddler wants to know about his world. Because he can walk and run

now, the two year old is able to move about and explore quickly and easi-

ly. Parents and caregivers alike are heard to say "I can't take my eyes

ff him. He's into everything." This means the toddler, who is unaware

//

f the dangers around him, must be watched carefully. His environment

must be made safe for him. The two year old still puts most things in

his mouth. FOr this reason, cleaning substances and Medicines must be

in locked cupboards up high. The floor should be watched for pins,

small beads, dropped food, etc. Tbys and furniture in the roam should

be chosen with'safety in mind. One of the most important jobs a care-

giver of toddlers has ib to keep the envirnnt around them healthy and

safe.
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George has not felt well all morning. At lunchtime you take his tempera-

ture and it is 103.8°F. You call his parents and sit with him until the

parents can get to the center. Suddenly George's body stiffens and you

realize he is having a convulsion. %hat do you do?

A. Put a pen in his mouth so he doesn't swallow
his tongue. Lay him on the floor, staying
with him until the convulsion is over.

B. Lay him on the floor and go tell the director
to call an ambulance.

C. Lay George an the floor and stay with him.
When the convulsion stops rub himwith cool
water. Have someone notify the director.

Answers From Choice A is the best choice. You are helping

Previous Page Dinah farce up the piece of carrot.

Choice B is not a good answer because it could
cause Dinah to choke even more. Never give

liquids to someone who is choking.

Choice C could be quite dangercue. You could
farce the piece of carrot down her winth,ipe.
Also, her throat could be scratched quite badly.

31/
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Carlos, who is alaret three, is not talking at all. Be only makes sounds
and dces not follow directions well. You notice he can fonew clirecticns
when he is looking at you as you talk. ficm can you help Carlos?

A. Talk to Carlos' parents about what you've
noticed. Tell them they should take Carlos
to the doctor.

B. Tal It to the director about vzhat you've
noticed. Ask the director to observe Carlos.

C. Speak larler to 'Carlos. Make sure you face
him when you ask him to do sarething.

Answers Fran Choice el is a poor choice. George could bite
Previous Page the pen in half and choke on it. It is best not

to force anything* into a person's mouth when
they-are having a convulsion.

Choice B is not the wisest choice. You should
not leave a child who is having a convulsion.
Stay with him to be sure he does not inert hirrzezf
while he is thrashing around.

Maim C is the best answer. It is irportozt to
stay tai.th a child who is having a convulsion.
Rubbing them with coot, not cold, water will
help lower the temperature temporarily. The
director should always be notified in cases like
this.
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Kim is too years old and is at the table colorim a picture. She puts a
wall piece of craycn up her nose. You look inside ter nose but can see
nothinge itiat do you do- ncw?

A:111311 Kim to blad her nose so the piece of
crayrn can cone cut,.

B. Shins a flashlight up Kim's nose. If yaa
can see the piece of craycn take a pair oi
bnezers znd carefully remove it.

C. 3.1 ths director 14hat Kim has date. Ask the
to call Kim's parents.

Answers isrcel noire A is not the beat alternative. You should

Previous Page have the director observe Carlos. bet the direp-
tor rv,ke the decision to tall,: with Carlos' paa,-

ents.

(IF

Choice B ts a b tter answer. You ar letting the
director, make the final decision on what say

ta Carlroe parents.

ice C iU aolve nothing. IT you daet die
ause Carlos' problem wi he director, hi, may

not receive help with a possible hearing loss.
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Ansheritittin Choice A is not the best answer. Most two year

Previous Page ado cannot blow their nose. Kim might inhale

rather than blow out agd this could cause the
piece of crayon to go further up her nose.

Choice B is not a good idea. You should never
try to remove any object from a child's nose or

ear. You could do more harm than good.

Choice C is more acceptable. Kim's parents need
to be informed of what has happened. They may

want to take Kim to the doctor.
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A POSIVIEW

Here are same new situations with possible ways of handling them. Circle
the answer you think is correct now that you have worked through this
module. You can find out how much you have learned about your role as
a caregiver in a child care center by comparing your answers with our
answers (see page 156).

AS AN INFCRMED CAREGIVER,
WHAT WOULD YOU
DO IP . . .

1. Lars is just two years old. He has been coming to the child care
center far about two months. His parents are very concerned because,
Lars does not play with the other children in the toddler roam. How
can you help?

A. Tell Lars' parents that their boy is doing very well at the cen-
ter. Also, let them larm you will encourage Lass to play with
theother children in the roam.

B. tell Lers' parents that their boy is behaving like a normal two
year old. Explain to them that at 24 months, children usually
play by themselves.

C. Tell Lars' parents that you are not worried about him. Let them
know that Lars seems to be getting along just fine at the center.

2. Michael is not quite three. He
at home. However, at the child
Mat should you do?

A. Suggest Michael be put. back
forget to use the toilet he
wet.

already has learned to use the toilet
care center he often wets his pants.

into diapers. That way when he does
will not become upset because he is

B. Tell Michael that he has only cne or two changes of clothes.
Explain to him that you can allow up to two accidents for the day.

C. Praise Michael whenever he does use the toilet at the center.
%hen be wets his pants, let him knaa that you know accidents do

happen.

3. Christina is two-and-a-half. -When she talks it is sometimes diffi-

cult to understand what she means. "I sinking bairwee howd." %bat

should you say to Christina?

A. "Christina, I can see you axe 'sinking beirwee howd.'"

B. "Christina, you mean to t y you are thinking very hard."

C. "Christina, I can see that you are thinking very hard."
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4. You Lave taken your group of toddlers outside to play. They are

running, jumping, cliMbing and swinging. Everyone is having a good

time. Antonio, who has been running at top speed, suddenlykmaps
into Theodore. They both fall down and Theodore begins to cry.
What stmotddyool do now?

A. Ignore the situation. It is best to let the two boys work this

matter out on their own.

B. Check the two boys to be sure thsy are all right. Then ask

Antonio to slow down when he runs.

C. Say, "Theodore, it was an accident. Antcnio is sorry. He didn't

mean to hurt you."

5. Franz, almost three, never has been to a child care center before.
He talks very well for a child his age, but at the end of the first
week he shows signs of stuttering. What should you do?

A. You can help Franz most by being patient whenever he stutters.
Let him start, stop or repeat himself whenever he feels he needs

to.

B. Suggest to Franz's parents that they remove him from the child

care center. It seems to be upsetting him too much.

C. Every time Franz starts to stutter, stop him. Ask him to take

his time. Correct him every time he makes a mistake.

6. You have three tables set up, each with a different activity. What

would be the bedt way to get the toddlers involved at the tables?

X. Divide your group of toddlers into three groups. Send the first

group to the finger painting table, the second group to the

puzzle table and the third group to the play dough table.

B. Say, "You can go to the first table in that corner, the second
one here, or the third one over there. Now, neke your choice

and have a good time."

Say, "At the first table in that corner is finger painting. Here,

at this table, are puzzles. And over there, at the last table,

is play dough. Go to the one you like best."
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7. Winona has been playing in the block corner. After a long while she

asks you to find a particular block she has lost. How can you help
Winona most? Say:

A. Ninona, where do you think the block has gone? Go look a little
harder."

B. 'Winona, you have been looking for su a long time. Let's go
find it together."-

C. 'Winona, I )mow you can find it by If. Go look harder."

8. Susie is a little over two. She has to the child care
center for just a few weeks. In tha - have noticed she does
mot eat much food at nealtimes. Shefalwa refuses to eat the snack
foods served - but will =retires 11A1._.s.criething to drink. Bow cam
you help Susie most?

A. Atmealtime make Susie take one extra bite of each thing on her
platelbefore she leaves the table. See to it that she drinks
something eadh time snack is served.

B. Serve small helpings of food on her plate. Then make sure she
eats everything on her plate before she leaves the table. Also,

have her try one bite of the snack food being served.

C. Do not neke a big 'thing about Susie not eating much at meal or
snack time. Check to see if the meals and snacks include sone-
bite-sized pieces and finger foods.

9. You have had a special project all week with the older toddlers.
They have been taking turns each day pretending with hand puppets.

almost three, wants another turn. What do/You say?

A. "Leiloni, you had a turn yesterday."

B. "Leiloni, you can have a turn soon."

C. "Leiloni, you can play again next week."

10. When would be the best time to have a flannel board story with todd-
lers?

A. Imediately after nap time,.

B. An hour or so before lunch.

C. First thing in the morning.

8 6
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U. T. J., a most active, strong-willed toddler, will try anything by him-

self. At clean-up time he tries to,carry an armful cf blocks over to

the toy shelf. The blocks tumble out of his arms all over the floor.

You say:

A. "T. J., listen to what I say, then mistakes_won't happen."

B. "T. J., learn to be more careful from now on."

C. "T. J., I know you like tO help. Try two blocks next time."

12. Rosa, two-and-a-half, is able to go to the bathroan by herself. How-

ever, she willi)not flush the toilet or turn on the water faucets to

wash her hands. She seems frightened by them for some reasoh. The

best way to help Rosa with her fear of toilets and faucets is bo:

A. Keep Rosa in the toilting area so she can see and hear the other

children flushing the toiletA'and using the faucets.

B. Tell Rosa it is important to flush toilets and wash hands after

every visit to the bathroom.

C. Talk to Rosa abbut toilets and faucets. Tell her you know that

they sometimes make funny sounds.

13. Inga, 30 months old, is at tW "I help" stage. She sees you getting

cots ready for nap time. She begs to help. Since you are in a hurry

and she is so eager, you tell her she may help spread some of the

blankets. Several minutes have passed and you know the other todd-

lers soon will be ready to nap- Inge has just about finished with

the first blanket. You say:

A. "Inge, it looks like you need same help. Since it is almost tiMe

to,nap, you go lay down on that cot there."

"Inga, you did a good job on that cot! Conle-helpiiie finish this

cot. Then it will be time for everyone to nap."

C. "Inga, everyone is ready to lay down now. I 11 fini up here.

You can go pick out a cot to sleep on."



14. Betty Jo is new 'to the child care center. This is only her second

day in the toddlPr rpam. She has been drawing quietly at a table
with a couple other two year olds. She lcoks-up fran her work and,
before you know it, taps Mary with her foot. Mary kicks back and

smiles at Betty Jo. hat should you do next?

A. Say, "Betty Jo and Mary, keep your feet to yourselves. It is not

nice for young ladies to kick."

B. Separate Betty Jo and Mary. Move them to different chairs so
they cannot touch each other.

C. Since the girls seem happy, let them continue to sit side by side
at'the table.

15. Bobby is a little over two years of age. He constantly pulls off

his shoes and socks. However, he does not put them back on. Lately
it seems you have been spending a lot of time putting his shoes and
socks hack on his feet. You can help Bobby most by:

A. Putting his shoes and socks on and asking him to keep them there.

B. Taking,away his shoes since he doesn't want them anymore.

C. FOrcing Bobby to put his shoes and socks on by himself.

16. Bridgette is new to the center. She will not talk to you or any of

the other caregivers. Often stye just will point when she wants some-

thing. Uhat'should you do?

A. When Bridgette points to things, pretend you do not understand.
She will learn to tell you through speech what is on her mind.

B. iihen Bridgette points, name the object she Wants.

her to sayit, too.

C. When Br*dgette points, give her what she wants.
to you if you just leave her alone.

Then encourage

She will speak

17. J. R. is almost three. He is p1aing at the water table with a couple

of other two year olds. He begins throw water on the floor. What

do you do?

A. Say, "J. R., keep the water in the table."

B. Say, "J. R., don't throw water on the floor."

C. Let J. R. do his "own thing."

8
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18. Anne, almost three, loves storythme. She enjoys cne story in partic-

ular. She has asked you to read it each day,ncv for about three
weeks. You are gettingtboredwith the same atory,and,wouLd like to
try another. 'What would be the best way to handle this situation?

A. Be sure a good selection of bcoks for two year olds is avail-
able. Then read the sbory that Anne chooses.

B. Read the same story to Anne, btxtmake some changes in it to keep
her interested.

C. Tell Anne you don't want to read the same story. Tell'her you

will read a story only if she chooses another.

19. Albert is only two years old. He,is a very independent little boy.
When asked any question or told to do something he usually says
"Itio!" - even when he may mean "Yes." Tbday you ask him if he is

ready to eat lunch. He says No!" How should you handle Albert?

A. Make Albert say 'Yes" to the question.

B. Tell him you know he means "Yes."

C. Let him be. If he means 'Yes" he will eat anyway.

20. TWo older toddlers, Bonita and Carrie, are playing with a toy farm

set. Bonita decides she wants all the animals. Carrie then takes

the barn and fence away from Bonita. The two girls just look at each

other. What should you do?

A. See if they can work things out cn their own.
Y-3

B. Say, "Bonita and Carrie, you should share the farm set."

C. Pick up the farm set and put it away.
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OUR ANSWERS

Situation 1 B

Situation 2 C

Situation 3 C

Situation 4 B

Situation 5 A

Situation 6 A

Situation 7 B

Situationi C

Situation 9 B

Situation 10 B

Situation 11 C

Situation 12 C

Situation 13 B

Situation 14 C

,Satuaticn 15 A

Situation 16 B

Situation 17 A

Situation 18 A

Situaticn 19 C

Situation 20 A

/
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